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Rontance Bloonts in NYLS 's Corridors
By Soriya Kowalsky
If you ever thought romance could
not occur in the Steifel Reading Room,
read on. Some students are graduating
with more than a law degree. Whether
it's a boyfriend or a wedding ring, New
York Law School is the situs of more than
just casebooks and single students. Intraschool dating is on the rise, featuring
many couples who met in our fumes-·
ridden cafeteria or in our freezing
classrooms. It's no surprise that amid
some boring class lectures (lawyering?),
students look for a pleasant diversions,
such as an attractive classmate.

While some secret-couples go to
great lengths to avoid detection, others
are as familiar as the "pita-pizza" served

TOP TEN WAYS TO KNOW YOU'RE
by food service as
was a really
MISMATCHED WITH YOUR NYLS
their every-day ·
strange
MfrIT:
gourmet-feature.
feeling. I
When Jen
really liked
1. At lunch, you hide in the comer of
Weintraub was
him the
Debra Howard's office so he doesn't find
introduced to Bill
minute I met
you.
Spiegel, in our
him." Asa
2. As of yesterday, you' II no longer
very own cafetematter of
lend him your notes. ·
ria, they knew it
fact,
3. Your 90-year-old contracts profeswas just the
Weintraub
sor is beginning to look better than he does.
beginning of
liked him so
4. Eating stale food ln the cafeteria is
romantic momuch that she
more
appetizing
than kissing him.
ments. The
blew off her
5. Going on a date is as much fun as
crowded, noisy
cousin's
taking your MPRE.
cafeteria provided
wedding just
a few precious,
to prolong
extra moments,
their first
with last minute catching up on Prosser's
date. "We had dinner in the village and
theories of torts or Sherwin's talc~ on
· instead of going to the wedding, I called
lawyering. According to Weintraub, "[i]t
in sick."

Luckily for Weintraub, she need not
call in sick to Consumer Law this
semester since Spiegel sits by her side.
"It's a plus. Besides, it ensures that
during finals, we can study together."
While Weintraub agrees to sit next to her
beau, he can't expect much more. '·'I'll
hold his hand ...not overly though, to malce
people nauseous." According to a thirdyear observer of affection, Lori Weiss,
"[public display of affection, especially in
law school, is really cheesy!"
To some of our couples (secret
ones included) , having a boyfriend in our
school is preferable to dating a man who
doesn't know the difference between

Couples Continued on page 11

NYLS Moot Court Teant Brings Nat'l AcclaiDl to School
.

.

By Jaques Nazaire
Little did Lydia Payne and David Fish know when
they entered the NYL_S Froessel Moot Court Competition as 2Ls that they would later be teamed up to
represent NYLS nationally and bring victory and acclaim
to the school's hallways. Both made it to the octo-finals
and Lydia went on to become a finalist in the prestigious
and fiercely competitive school competition. The
accolades did not end there. As fourth year evening
students both were chosen by the Moot Court Association to represent the school in the Northeast regionals
of the ABA-sponsored National Moot Court Competition, where they competed against 14 other schools.
Quite simply, they won, defeating such schools as St.

John's, CUNY, Cardozo and Seton Hall.

until the octo-finals, where only 16 teams remained.

"I guess we always knew we would get that far,"
Payne reflected. "You sort of float as you go through it.
You become numb. We just became stronger and
stronger every time we went in front of the bench."

"When we finished arguing we felt very confident,"
Payne said, vividly recalling the night of January 24,
1996. Before the judges announced their decision the
other team from University of Utah approached the
team, congratulated them and wished them luck in the
next round.

Having won regionals, the formidable team went
on to vie against 28 other regional victors for the
national title. The two continued to impress judges with
their superb oralist skills, quick thinking, and articulate
manner, advancing up through the two preliminary rounds
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lLs Defy Policy E~ceeding Word Count, Many Fail
By Sheree Jeanes
The most recent sensation to hit the New York Law
School consciousness has been the discovery of word
count fraud by students in several first year legal writing
classes. According to Jethro K. Lieberman, Director of ·
the Legal Writing Program, teachers of several legal
writing classes for the fall semester discovered papers
exceeding the word count requirement by 200-400
words. The teachers reported the violations to the Leg·al
Writing Programs and were instructed to count the
words of all student papers. The result, was even more ·
word count discrepancies.
According to the school grapevine, the students
were given a failing grade for that paper, which usually
also resulted in a failing grade for the class. Professor
Lieberman emphasized the seriousness with which the
Legal Writing Program views the violations and said that
the department made dishonesty part of the grade rather
than submitting the students' names to the Academic
Disciplinary Committee.
The word count is imposed on students because it
reflects the realities of legal practice, Lieberman
explained. Courts limit the number of pages in a legal
documents and consequently the Legal Writing Program
needs to teach students to write concisely within
reasonable guidelines, he said. In the past, the department has tried page limitations, but these were problematic because students manipulate fonts, play with line
spacing, and alter margins.
"One of the things law school is about is teaching
people to follow rules and not to lie or cheat...in court
you'd be questioned if you went over the requirements
and if you lied, you'd be in serious trouble," he said.

Lieberman was the only member of the Legal Writing
Program allowed to be interviewed by the department
for this article.
Reaction to the word-count scandal was mixed and
all who were interviewed requested anonymity. Some
defended the school's position. 'They should fail," one
alum said without hesitation. 'There are legitimate
reasons for word count and page limits and you need to
learn how to do this in law school - it's part of the
program."
Others, however, were not as sympathetic to the
school's stance. A practicing alumna felt strongly that
the writing restrictions are an excuse for the Legal
Writing Program to short-change students who do not
learn to write legal documents until they become
associates.
The lLs interviewed did not object to restrictions
on paper length or word count, but drew the line at
having to count words by hand, calling the practice
cumbersome and "silly." Most lLs did not think the
students found violating the word count limits last
semester-should have failed. The most common complaint about the legal writing program was the perceived
lack of guidance in exactly how to write concisely.
Students want more feedback on rewrites and ~tter
sample formats to use for earlier drafts.
Other students were not as tolerable with the
writing restrictions. "I have never in all my vast working
experience in the legal field writing memos, memos in
lieu of briefs, and briefs, seen a judge insist on a page
limit," said a 3L, who has worked with attorneys
throughout law school. "It depends on how long it needs

to be to reasonably make your point." Another 3L
believes that writing restrictions camouflage the real
problems, saying students should be taught how to write
within the legal format first and then learn how to make
it concise. A 2L thinks the Legal Writing Program needs
drastic rethinking because many students finish the
program feeling incapable of writing basic legal documents.
Apparently, while the word count fraud has been
exposed, more serious problems - like plagiarism are still rampant, according to students. I Ls, 2Ls and
3Ls gave multiple accounts of classmates who had other
people write, co-write, or edit their first year legal
writing papers for them. One 3L said that out of 12
students in his first year, first semester legal writing
class, six or seven students had other law school
educated people work on their papers. One had an
associate from her father's law firm write her papers;
another had a 3L write all of her first semester papers,
then switched to another 3L for the second semester.
'The teacher did not notice any changes in writing style,"
the student said.
A IL estimated that three or four out of 16
students in his section are known to have outside lawyers
work on their legal writing papers. The same IL knows
of at least a dozen other students known to cheat in this
way who are known to his circle of friends. Cheating on
first year legal writing assignments, which ranges from
having law review students or attorneys entirely write
papers, to asking upperclasspersons to edit, is asserted
to be "common knowledge" by the students who revealed

Writing Continued on page 21
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way to prepare for the
Multistate, come to The
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New York Law School

Editor's Note

Reporter

The New York Law School Reporter is back in business after a one month hiatus
and this time we are bringing you special messages from the ones you love. But before
I get into that there are some issues that must be addressed.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Christopher G. Waldron

First, after the printing of our December Issue several individuals, who had
written Letters to the Editor, received anonymous letters that were insulting to them .
personally and to the New York Law School community as a whole. We here at the
Reporter are used to the criticism that comes from expressing ideas in print. However
people who write anonymous letter's to individuals that attack them for expressing
their ideas in print, is something that this paper can not and will not condone. This
paper will gladly run Letters to the Editor on topics that come up during the course of
the school year but we will not run any letter that is anonymous and attacks individuals.

MANAGING EDITOR

Kimberly Auerbach
·COPY EDITOR
GREG BLACK

In honor of Valentine's Day we have a special section filled with messages from
many of our readers to their loved ones. So take a peek. You never know if your name
is in there or not. For those individuals who are with someone or alone on Valentine's
Day, take a look at some of our articles and hopefully we can put a smile on your face.
Also we have stories on the problems facing first years in Legal Writing, Gradeposting, the New York State Bar exam, Black History Month, and many other issues
affecting law students. So have a Happy Valentine's day and enjoy.

Staff Editor
Tom Croci
COLUMNISTS

Hansen Alexander
Joshua D. Brinen
Cardozo & Hughes
Cristin Flynn
Charles Hymowitz
Chiis McGee
Dave McNulty
Noel Rosengrat
Derry! Zimmerman

Lastly a few of you have been kind enough to point out our mistakes in 1he paper.
While the number of people submitting articles to the paper is great, only a small
handful actually put the paper to bed. We appreciate the time you take to read the paper
so carefully and we will continue to do our best to keep any mistakes to a minimum.
Sincerely,

WRITERS

Valerie Armstrong-Barrows
John Clark
Dave Drossman
Bonnie Erdheim, Esq.
Gabriel Falcon, Esq.
Cristin Flynn
Sheree Jeanes
Soriya Kowalsky
Sharon-Frances Moore
Jaques Nazaire
Jaci Pickens
Michelle Pilo
Ben Shatzky
Elizabeth Shields
James E. White

Christopher G. Waldron
Editor-in-Chief

Normally I do not write an editor's note but I was feeling sentimental, so
bear with me. First semester was a great ·one. Chris and I spent the summer
putting the first issue together wondering if we could generate enough interest
in students to put together a full-fledged staff. All we had to do was offer free
pizza and you came. Not only did you come, but you came with a lot of energy
and talent. Along these lines, I know everyone is busy trying to keep their head
above water, but if you get a chance, poke your head into the Reporter office
and introduce yourselves.

OMBUDSMAN

Ombudsman
EDITORS EMERJ1US

Rupi S. Badwal
Rekha Brahmbhatt
James P. Horan
Michael Wood

The Reporter, New York Law School's student newspaper, is a
chartered student organization. The Reporter ~s . independently
published by its student members and is printed periodically
during the school year.
·

I<

1he Reporter welcomes submissions from all students, faculty, alumni, sWf, and ot,h.er members of the legal community. All
contributions are given high regard, and input by contributors is
weko,med. All contributors are given the opportunity to review
their submissions before the newspaper is published, subject to
considerations of time and practicality. Our editors, at the ..request
of the contributor,, can assist with formulating and writing an
article. Authors ~f articles submitted to the Reporter are ultimately
responsible for the veracity of any article submitted and·accepted
for publication.

The views reflected herein are those of the authors and not
necessarily those of the Reporter, New York Law School, or of any
editor or st?tff member.

Letters and other. correspondence should be addressed to:
Editor-in-Chief, the Reporter, New York Law School, 57 Worth
Street, New York, New York 10013-2960, (212) 431-2117. Afficles
should be submitted on disk in IBM fotmat with a hard copy:

In addition to writing some strong features and bold new pieces, our
writers have not been afraid of controversy. The articles generated from the
O.J. Simpson verdict, the legal writing scandal, fighting on campus, and the Jaw
review come-back are sensitive issues, but not ones we have shied away from.
According to the SBA minutes, one student was shocked that we printed a very
thoughtful editorial entitled "Titles: Do They Divide or Unite." Well, that's
what being a newspaper is all about. We are a forum for all voices and all
opinions that promote dialogue - even tough dialogue.
What struck me when looking back over the articles are the incredible
accomplishments students have achieved this year. The Moot Court Association has brought national recognition to the school, the Media Law Project
took the initiative to set up a WEB page, and students have organized incredibly successful panels such as "The Lawyer 's Role in Television" and "The
Middle East Peace Process: Where Do We Go From here?"
The diversity of the student body has come together to create a newspaper that is serious and news-oriented, representing the important events and
issues throughout the school, but at the same time funny and entertaining.
Food reviews, around town, the movie comer and a slew of editorials from
students not afraid to express their views have contributed to the paper's
character. And let's not forget the Ombudsman - enough said there.
I invite you all to continue to contribute and help us make the paper even
better in the months remaining. Good luck second semester
Kimberly Auerbach
Managing Editor

THE REPORTER RESERVES THE RIGHT TO EDIT ALL ARTIN~Q .&Nn T~;;
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Crime at NYLS: H w Wide Spread Is It?
By Ben Shatzky
Little did a second-year NYLS studeHt, who wishes
to relIUl.iti anollyttlolls, know his taw school c::ateet Wdutd
be drastically changed when he attettded a property
review lecture at the end of his first year.

these iftddents 1 1Iicyes says Ulat sttldertts shdultl not be
tdo cortcetned. "This is a relatively §life eflvltonment
because we ddn't have diatnohds to steal, just diplomlis."

It was days before his first final and the student
went up after the review tt> ask the professor a few
follow up questiorts. A few mitmtes later when he
returned to his seat, three rows from the back in A900i
his laptop was gone - someone irt the class had walked
off with his computer.
The crime was only compounded by the fact that
all of the student's completed outlines were on the hard-

drive and disk, which was in the computer. Despite many
attempts to get the computer back - or at the very least
the disk - including appealing to the administration,
making a speech before his class and even confronting a
student, the computer was never returned.
''I've traveled to Harlam and the Bronx and I've
never had an incident, but I go to a property class in
A900 where I'm surrounded by fellow classmates for
whom I've developed a degree of trust and I would hope
fellowship, and look what happens," the student said.
A similar, yet less expensive theft happened to a
2L student around mid-January. The student, who also
did not want to be named, had just bought a commercial
outline, which she took with her to the library. She left
the book, which was still in the bookstore shopping bag,
on one of the tables near the sofas on the first floor of
the library and went to ask the reference librarian a
question. When she returned five minutes later, she
found someone had walked off with the book.
"I've always trusted people/' the student said, "and
now I'm much more paranoid. Now you start looking
around asking, 'Who's a thief?"'
Recently, several thefts have plagued NYLS and
stumped campus security. Over the last couple of
months two students have had laptop computers stolen,
someone took money out of a studertt's wallet, and an
alumnus's parka was taken from the resource room.
Director of Security deorge Hayes, who has been
at NYLS since 1982, suggests that these types of
incidents are fairly unusual but do happen on campus.
According to a 1993-94 report, 15 crimes were reported
on campus, including 13 larcenies and two burglaries.
(Under the
Campus Security
Act from Title IV
of the Higher
Education Act of
1965, schools
Ill
receiving Title IV
Barcelona
assistance must
Dublin
release annual
reports on the
. Florence
number of
London
reported incidents.). Hayes
Oxford
also says that
Paris
because the
San Diego
school is not
open to the
t
tJ:J)lilivel"6ity c:i &n Die;,:> public, the thefts
were most likely
FOREIGN LAW PROGRAMS
committed by a
SCHOOL OF IJ.W
5998 Alcala Park
member of the
San Diego, CA 92110..2492
NYLS cotnniue-mail: cking@U.1dl1w.1cusd.edu
nity.
fax: 619/260-2230

SUMMER
I.AW STUDY

tJRt.: hltp://19l21S.86.8 or
hup:f/,.ww.acusd.edU/OnCamplii

Despite

Security Guards from left Rohen Clemons, sitting,
Ntow Adjeti-Dawso and Edgardo Sam Pang

Once a crime is reported, security personnel
investigate the scene and talk to the victim and witnesses. In addition, guards search the surrounding area
for the missing item and look for the item leaving the
building. Surveillance cameras, which have time-lapse
VCRs, are also used to piece together and identify
potential suspects. The cameras are positioned in the
parking lot, on Church, Worth, and Leonard Streets
surrounding the building, and in the lobbies in bui1dirtgs

From September 1992
through August 1993,
mostly before ID cards,
there were thirty-seven
reported crimes on campus. From 1993-94, there
wete only fifteen reported crimes.
47, 53, and 57. Two years ago, this system enabled
security to identify a person who stole a fax machine
from the building. Another time an attempt to steal a
stereo from a jeep was thwarted when, after viewing the
monitor, a security officer went out to the lot and
detained the individual until the police arrived.
Hayes says that although NYLS security investigates crimes on campus, this ls not the fosus of their
training. Security trainihg focuses on communicating
effectively and in diffusing cdnfrontatlorts, TltiS is
because a large part of the security guard's job here is
interacting with the students and staff. These two skills
come into play when students need direc::tlons once
inside the bliilding and where confrontations between
l.rttoxlcated individuals happen during on-campus social
functions.
Hayes also says that before beiflg hired, there are
certain reqllirements that eaeh gtiatd must eomplete.
Under the New York State Security Guard Act of 1992,

FEBituARY _1996

each guard must take llfi eiglit-haur course at lift appraved
st:ttlfity gtilltd sehool lllld cdmptete a l a-lmur ttlilnlng ·
coUrse within thtee m6flt.lls 5f employment that rncuses
tlldt ttaiftihg OH the type of ertvlrofiftlent they work ifi
The gt.Jards must illso take an eight-hout tefreslier course
each year.
Besides cflmimifiicatiftg etiectiVely, a large paft of
the sesllrity stllff's job is eheckiftg studem IIJ's. Hayes
says that when the c::llfds Wete issU&I ih March 19~3;
marty srudents resisted the chafiges and eVett refused to
show thelr cards. He insists, however tlilit llie lIJ system
is ah effec::tlve Way of keeping ttoubletnakers off schbdl
property thus creating a safer envitonment fer both
students and still members. Previously, it was the
guard 1s job to screen each person as they entered the
building and stop and question them if they looked
suspicious. Hayes says that this system occasionally
caused problems. In l 989 for example, an irtdividual
thought to be on cocaine got into the building and
refused to leave. It took several police officers to
forcibly remove the man from the school and arrest him.
The statistics support keeping the ID system in place.
From September 1992 through August 1993, mostly
before ID cards, there were thirty-seven reported crimes
on campus. From 1993-94, there were only fifteen
reported crimes.
Hayes encourages students and staff to take care
of their personal property and watch out for each other.
"The commurtity as a whole is an honest one," Hayes
reflected. "It's just the few dishonest people who spoil it
for the rest."

Crime Prevention Tips:

.L Always take purses, briefcases, ahd
other personal property with you whert you leave

an area accessible to others. (even private
offices, if unlocked). Do not leave personal
property Unattended.
2. Lock all doors when you leave your
office. Re-lock the door upon leaving a shared
office area.
3. Do not allow access to any individuals if
you are not certain that they normally would be
permitted to enter a building or a specific office
area.
4. When entering and leaving the Lliw
School, use the main entrance doors that are
officially open and monitored by security staff.
Do not exit through locked doors unless there is
an emergency. Do not prop loeked doors open
because you will seriously compromise the
security of the Law School community
5. Notify security if you are working
outside normal hours (whether it be late at night
or on weekends) both upon arrival and whert you
leave.
Ifreporting ah ineident, remember to tell
the seaurlty officer your location and the type of
efnetgency assistllhce needed.
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E-mail, We.b coming to NYLS
8y John Clar)(
If any of you were recently wondering when New
York Law Schoel planned an entering the infonnation
age, tile answer is "soon." What has been selely tile
subject of talk !Ul<I plgnning fpr quite fl, Jong time is now
aotµally t~ng sha{>e. In fact, the process of rewiring all
three af the law s~hool's buildings h11s been taking plaee
for the past few weeks and i$ scheduled t<l be completed
§omeUme in Mareh.

school that is networked. For NYLS, the information
age seems to be just arpund the corner,

Th1n's the good news. The bad news ts tftat if you
are D31.,, 11efle of $is really matters geegyse tile Mtioipated fyll campletipp will not be dtllle u11til fall 1996,
Act:pr<.!illtl tP Davicl CraPdall. 1t!nior Network
Admini§tflltl'lr gf the NYLS gpmpyter ('.;entt!f, the widng
phHe pf th; PfQjeet i~ l!tmrlY Qgmplete. Mg~t Qf the A
byildlns i§ dm1Q, The B imd C bYildin~s llfti 11eKt.
liJgns with the §llident eQmpyter l~bs Md the
Qfflge§ of the §Mlent Pr~ani~lltiQP~ JgeDted Pn
the IPwer l1ivel gf th!l §t1-1<.!em c!lnter. When
finisnett, every PC in Uie s~h9Pl will be linked by
WP.Y pf a LaeDI Area Network (I.AN}.

' ; BAR/BRI
·RAIN BUSTERS™

What this means is that students and faculty
will have the 11bUitY tQ shigt: infgnnattim.
servil3e$ !IIld rtsaµrce~ witll others. bl}U\ insic_!e
~ml Qytsiae the lllW sehoel, Fnmari!y. this
inelµdes aeeess tP the lilmuy's CllfQ e&~logue
!WP en-Ram tow1;r fiom !UlY compµter in me
schpol as well p.s providing a point of access ta
the Internet. . For anyone who h!ls tried to get on
the Internet with their "Law Schools On-Line''
account, this $hoqld come as a very welepme
alternative.

"Just for the fun of it!"

EW OR 1996!"

Students wi.\\ finally be provided with Email addresses accompanied by identifiable
domain names. Thi$ means that if your name was
Jane Doe, you could now be reached at
1
'jdoe@NYL$.edu." David Crandall explained the
aclvantages in terms of school recognition and a
presence on the web. At present, the only .
org11nizatien that is on the web is the Media Law
Project. Now the NYLS Computer Cemer will be
able to set up its own site and infonnation and all
aspects of the school will be obtajnable on-line.
Addition11lly, the network will provide for FfP
and Telnet eap11bilities, both of which are not
available with the "Law Schools On-Line"
software.
Computer users, who are continually
seeking more speed, are in for a treat. To put it
bluntly, presently NYLS's computers move at the
speed of dinosaurs. Fortunately, this problem will
soon become extinct with the installation of the
new Ethernet LAN. In basic tenns, speed is
determined by how fast the microprocessor is,
how m9ch RAM the machine has, and the speed
of the modem, Right now students can access the
lntemet at a WaQ!lm speed ef 9,600 bits per
~eeoqg wif}} their 1 L!!W SehO{l!s On-Line"
sgftwDie. 'fhll ~themet LAN allqw~ fm- 10
ffill[IDbit~ per ~egng within the netwarif imd D·
phy~·eru eonnlletipn tri me Intemet (gyt~ide the
~ohQQJ) ~t §gmewhere between 2 IUld 3 mQgllbit§
per §"Pnd If )'QY don't ynctemand DU that, 311
)'@\! n!led lQ r1'member i~ it Will \le &fl ingredible
diffenmoe frnm whAt NYLS l111s ngw. to sDy the
IH~t. Rillht ngw, the fM«!§t mooem11 @n the
!Dllflcet fgf h{lffill µ$ef§ lirn jy~t b!lfely PY~hi11g me
8,000 bp~ lllllil, So if yoy'n1 dialing in fn>m
heme, yoQr CO!lflll!ltion will ~limited io the
speed of ygur modem.

NYLS third-year evening
tudent Lawrence Hughes just
ad published his note, titled
"Buy North America: A Reviion to FrA Buy American Re-uirements '' in the fall issue of
he Transportation Law Journal
fthe University of Denver Col...
egeofLaw.

*
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NEW MIND
BENDING
PUZZLES
EACH WEEK

TAKE

THE
CHALLENGE
IF YOU
DARE

CAN YOU GUE S THE
PHRASES?

Come next year, returning students will get
to receive all of the many advp.pUlges of a law
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The History of Black History
The "discovery" of America by Columbus is also a
half truth. First the Native Americans were already in
America and were not in need of discovery. Also,
evidence shows that the Vikings, the Chinese and the
Japanese contact with America predated Columbus's
Black History Month, originally Black History
alleged "discovery. The most striking evidence, however,
Week, was created by the late great Black educator and
is the African presence in America, centuries before
historian Carter G. Woodson. It was created in response
Columbus
was born.
to the Eurocentric skewed view of history which blotted ·
out the major contributions of people of African descent
The question of African presence in early Amerito the world. From Egypt to the "discovery" of America,
can
civilization
was first raise in 1858 when a gigantic
people of African descent have been stamped out of
African
head
was
discovered in the village of Tres
history.
Zapotes, Mexico. A description of the head appeared in a
bulletin of the Mexican Society of Geography and
Egypt, the mother of all civilizations, was an
Statistics
in 1869. The author, Jose Meglar wrote" ...
African invention. Her science and technology caine
what astonished me most was the Ethiopic type reprefrom within and not from outside sources. Contrary to
sented. I reflected that there had undoubtedly been
popular belief, Egypt is not in the nebulous Middle East
Negroes in this country, and that this had been in the first
but in northeast Africa. Egypt is derived from the Greek
epoch
of the world." The African head was carved from a
word Aigyptos which came from the word Hekaptah
single
block of basalt and its measurements were eight
which means The Land of the Temple of Ptah. Ptah was
feet
high,
eighteen feet in circumference and it weighed
the name of an Egyptian god who created heaven and
more than ten tons. Other gigantic heads were discovearth through his thought and his word. However, the
ered in La Venta which were all African in appearance
indigenous name for Egypt was Kemet which, loosely
and similar in detail to the head found in Tres Zapotes, A
translated, means Land of the Blacks.
total of sixteen gigantic heads have been found to date.
Historians
have identified these heads a belonging to the
In addition to inference from the indigenous name,

By James E. White
(Former Vice President BLSA)

the ancient Egyptians themselves tell you where they
came from. The Edfu text is an important source
document on the early history of the Nile Valley. This
famous inscription, found in the Temple of Horus at
Edfu states that the civilization was brought from the
south by a group of invaders lead by King Horus. In the
London museum you will find a document called the
Papyrus of Hunefer which also states the origins of the
people of Egypt The Papyrus states " We came from the
beginnings of the Nile where the God Hapi dwells, at the
foothills of the mountains of the moon."
To understand the origins of the Egyptions we
must know where the Nile begins. The furthest point of
the beginnings of the Nile is in Uganda; this is the White
Nile. The another point is in Ethiopia; this is the Blue
Nile. Now that we know that the Nile begins south of
Egypt we must locate the "mountains of the moon."
Numerous lakes and rivers feed the Nile, which flows
from south to north. However, the Nile is primarily fed
as a result of the water runoff from Mount Kilimanjaro,
which border Tanzania and Kenya and the Ruwenzori
Mountains, which border Uganda and Zaire. Kilimanjaro
in the language of Ki-Swahili means mountain of the
moon as does the Buganda word Ruwenzori. Therefore,
it follows that the regions around these mountains is
where the Egyptions came from.
The ancient Greeks attest to the blackness of
Egypt and its contributions to Greek philosophy and
science. Herodotus the reputed "Father of History"
describes the Egyptians as "black skinned" and having
"wooly hair." Proclius in his Commentary on Euclid,
following Herodotus, wrote that geometry had an
Egyptian origin arising from the necessity of resurveying the land after each yearly inundation of the Nile. ·
Aristotle in Metaphysics I, i, 19 attributes the birth of
mathematics in Egypt to the existence of a pries"tly
leisured class who had the free time to create mathematical science.
The proof of a Black African origin of Egypt and
their influence on Western civilization is overwhelming.
Volumes of facts exist that are beyond the scope of this
article. Racist egotistical tendencies of many historians and archaeologists have <;pvered up Egypt's African
origins. Some may argue that_t~e racial composition of
Egypt today is composed of white Arabs and black Arabs
and not African. However, just as America's racial
composition today is not the same as it was 500 years
ago because of the European invasions and the gen0cide
of the Native Americans, likewise Egypt's racial. composition has changed drutically because of the Persian,
Greek., Roman, and lastly, the Arab invasions.

came into usage because most people wanted a machine
that possessed his lubricating devices. A short list of
African American inventions from the past with dates
and patent numbers are as follows:
Dec. 12,
G.F. Grant
- golf tee
1899 #638,920
Apr. 4,
B.F. Jackson " gas burner
1899 # 622,482
W.H. Jackson - railway switch
Mar.9,
1897
# 578,648
F.M. Jones
- air conditioning unit
July
12,1949 # 2,475,841
L. Latimer
- manufacturing carbons June 17,
1882 # 252,386
· J. Love
- pencil sharpener
Nov. 23,
1897 # 594114
J. Outlaw
- horseshoes
Nov. 15,
1898 # 614,273
J. Ricks
- horseshoe
Mar. 30,
1886 # 338,781
W. Purvis
- fountain pen
Jan. 7, 1890
# 419,065
G. Sampson
- clothes dryer
June 7,
1892 # 476,416
The list of inventions of African Americans in the
late 19th and early 20th century is amazing when you
consider the blatant racial prejudice they faced.
Ironically, racial prejudice killed one African
American scientist because he was denied use of product
he was instrumental in developing. Dr. Charles Drew,
professor at Howard University, who was famous for his
research in blood plasma and blood preservation died
from his injuries in an car accident because he was
denied a blood transfusion because he was African
American.

•
"Black Photographers: 1840 - 1980 at NYLS
Student Center"
Olmec civilization. The La Venta discovery allowed for
dating of the heads because of samples of wood charcoal
taken from the area where the heads were found. The
radiocarbon dates attributed to the wood samples ranged
from 1160 to 580 B.C.E. which is more than 3,000 years
ago. If any of_the readers go to Mexico, visit to the
Jalapa Museum of Anthropology to see the Olmec heads
for yourself.
Modem America has had some interesting
contributions by people of African descent.
Crispus Attucks, an African American was the first
person killed in the Revolutionary War. Benjamin
Bannekar born in Maryland to a free mother and a slave
·father was the first American to make a clock. Additionally, Bannekar surveyed and laid out the City of Washing. ton D.C. and is responsible for the grandeur of that city.
Lewis Latimer and his colleague Nichols hold a
patent for the electric lamp that Thomas Edison has
taken full credit.for. Edison was definitely involved in
that great creation but if it wasn't for Latimer's carbon ·
filament the Edison's elec~c ~p would not have
worked.
Eli Whitney invented the cotton gin which revolu~
tionized cotton pr0cessing which helped generate
millions of dollars for the cotton industry. Many people
have heard the term 'The Real McCoy" yet fail to realize
that they are referring to an African American. His
invention of the lubricator and the oil cup revolutionized
the~ Revolution The term."Ibe Real McCoy"
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Skeptics and persons blinded by invidious racism
ask " If African people were so great and had such great
civilizations like Egypt, Timbuktu, The Great Zimbabwe,
The Great Mali Empire, The Great Nubia, The Yorubas,
The Moorish Civilization and countless others that are
now buried in the jungles and under the sands of Africa,
what happened to the African peoples former greatness?
In answer to those critics I say that they must understand
history. History is cyclical and historical events follow
specific patterns and cycles. Additionally, they must
understand that all history is a current event because the
things that are in existence today were initiated by past
events.
Civilizations can be likened to a human life cycle
with it's conception, birth, maturation period, and death.
''Nothing that comes stays and nothing that goes is lost."
Great civilizations have risen and fallen since the
beginning of time. The prominence of ancient Rome as a
world power is not in existence today. The wisdom of
Athens and the power of Sp~ are also gone. Where are
the great civilizations of India and China which are
evidenced by their great ancient cities, documents and
monuments like the Sanskrit texts and the Great Wall of
China? Ancient Egypt on the continent of Africa lasted
between 3,000 and 6,000 years depending on your
sources. After several millennia Africa succumbed after
surviving many invasions, wars, famines, natural disasters and the depopulation of between 50 to 100 million
potentially productive people during the European slave
trade. African civilization declined. However, no
civilization on the planet eqdured .(or as long as Egypt.
The worldwide influence of the Spanish, British, and
French have diminished significantly in the last 100
years. The United States of Am~ca, which is a little.
over 200 years old is' the mightiest nation on this earth.
However, will·she last as long as Egypt if she continues
on her path.?

Lets celebrate Black History ·month in the spirit of
the truth and lets appreciate everyone's culture without
the jaundiced eye· of racism.
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Career Services Director Brings Jobs to NYLS
By Elizabeth Shields
Cynthia Wyatt is practicing what NYLS Career
Services preaches - she is reaching out into the legal
community and building relationships with potential
employers. There is no other law school in the tri-state
area who has hired a professional whose sole responsibility is employer outreach and job development, said
Deborah Howard, director of Career Services ..

to get the alumnae back into the school to see some of
the impressive renovations. Coming up February 7:
Lunch with professionals from the Personal Injury field,
and, February 14, professionals from the Family Law
field. Stay tuned to the Career Services bulletin board,
5th Floor B Building for sign ups.
Cyndy's outreach is not limited to the New York
area. Last semester, the office posted a sign up sheet,
asking students if they were interested in employment in
New Jersey. More than 50 students expressed interest.

The idea to create Wyatt's position, officially
titled Associate Director for Employer Outreach, began
about two years ago. The office needed someone to
meet with small law firms and government agencies
because that is who hires 80 percent of NYLS's students,
Howard said. Cyndy was just that person.
"Cyndy is it," Howard said. "She's personable.
She's dedicated. Her communication's skills - verbally
and in writing - are superb, and she's creative."

Continued on page 17

guests about their field of law and perhaps make a
connection for future job opportunities. The lunches
have a dual purpose, Wyatt said. They are also a nice way

Since she began in May 1995, Cyndy has
already greatly expanded the network of employers while, at the same time, she counsels students
on how to communicate career goals to employers.
"I love what I'm doing," Wyatt said. "I've
only been here a few months and I feel completely integrated in the community. When I was
a lawyer I felt like my job was to look for the
right answer. Here, I pick an answer to a question
and try to make it work."
For instance, many law students approach
legal careers through clerkships, so expanding
the clerkship program anq teaching students the
essential tool of networking is a top priority, she
said. Through a clerkship experience, the student
can prepare and position herself/himself for the
future. To start, Cyndy contacted every alumnae
who clerked to find out what judges like to see
on resumes. In addition she produced a new user
friendly booklet to guide students through the
application process.
Her own background added to the process.
Cyndy's experience as a clerk in the United
States Court of Veterans Appeals, in Washington,
D.C., gave her immense enthusiasm to set up an
improved graduate clerkship program for NYLS.
Cyndy counsels students in pursuing clerkships
and is the Office of Career Services Graduate
Clerkship advisor. When Cyndy started working
at the Court of Veterans Appeals, she was thrown
into an environment where laws were still being
created, many cases were cases of first impression. Because Cyndy had such a valuable learning
experience as a clerk, she was anxious to expand
NYLS' program so that more stude.nts could be a
part of such an enlightening experience.
As Cyndy markets NYLS' students to
regional alumnae practitioners, and judges, she is
also putting together a lunch program where
students can network with these same people. It
is important for students -to interact with people
in the community, the question was how best to
bring the two groups together, Wyatt said. After a
brainstorming session last semester, the Office
of Career Services presented lunch time panels
with speakers from different legal professions.
While these were successful, this semester
the lunches are becoming more interactive.
Students can sign up to have lunch fo the faculty
dining room with various people involved in the
legal community. At each lunch, one of the
guests will sit at a table with 5 or 6 students.
Students will have the opportunity to talk with

FREE
MPREREVIEW
ANNOUNCING OUR LOCATIONS FOR THE MARCH M.P.R.E. REVIEW
***NOTE: All classes wiII run from 9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

LIVE LECTURE

Sunday,Februaryll,1996

Fashion Institute of Technology

Amphitheater - Main Floor
*Enter at 7th Ave. and 27th Street

VIDEOTAPE LECTURES

Saturday, February 17, 1996

Albany Law School
Buffalo Law School
George Washington
Hofstra Law School

Law School - Room 17
0 'Brian Hall - Room 212
To be announced (ten.)
Law School -. Room 238 (ten.)

VIDEOTAPE LECTURE

Saturday, February 24, 1996

NYU Law School
Syracuse University

Vanderbilt Hall - Room 110 (ten.)
Mehlman Hall - Room 030

Walk-ins are welcome or call 1-:-800-635-6569 to reserve a seat.
Each student that attends will also receive a free 250 page M.P.R.E. Review Book
containing te_xt and 150 M.P .R.E. questions.
:•

Test Date:

Friday;March 8, 1996

Regular Application Deadline: ·
Late Application Deadline.:

February 9, 1996
February 28, 1996 ·
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NYLS to Host Jessup Competition; Team goes to D.C.
By Michelle Pilo

By Michelle Pilo

New York Law School has been chosen to host the
largest and most prestigious Moot Court competition in
·t he world.

On February 17, one week after NYLS hosts the
Jessup International Law Moot Court Competition, the
five members of NYLS's Jessup team will compete for
international acclaim in Washington, D.C.
The team has been preparing for the competition
since October, putting in countless hours fine-tuning
their brief and perfecting their oral arguments under the
tutelage of third year NYLS coaches Larry Cowen and
Eileen McCrohan, themselves former Jessup competitors. Team members are Cristin Flynn, Mama Albanese,
Tma Margellis, David Werbel, and Alexander Singha.

The Atlantic Regional Philip C. Jessup International Law Moot Court Competition will be held at the
school on February l 0 and 11 and will draw teams from
Harvard, Columbia, Cardozo and Boston. All students are
invited!
The woman primarily responsible for bringing the
Jessup competition to NYLS is Eileen McCrohan,
president of the International Law Society (ILS) and a
third year student at NYLS. She worked tirelessly to
provide this honor to the school.
"I saw the ILS's growth atNYLS coincide with the
launching of the International Legal Studies Department," McCrohan said referring to the recently established department thanks to a generous endowment
received last year. "I wanted to leave a parting gift to
NYLS - and perhaps bring prestigious recognition to
our school. What better way than to host the most
prestigious and largest Moot Court competition in the
world."
The competition would not have been possible
without the help and support of NYLS staff and the ILS
professors including Steve Goot, dean of Academic
Affairs and Juanita Guiless, coordinator of co-curriculum programs.
The NYLS Jessup team will not compete in the
competition because official competition rules forbid
the hosting team from participating.

Continued from page 1
After a terrific effort that night, the team anxiously
awaited the judges' decision. When the decision was
announced the excitement faded. The team representing
New York Law School had lost. They would go on no
further.
"It was total shock and disbelief primarily because
the criticisms that were directed at us were actually the
mistakes that Utah had made," Payne said.
As disappointing as it seemed, this loss was not a
low point for the law school nor was it simply an end to
a Moot Court contest. Rather, it was an event that
signified the end of a long and brilliantly displayed
campaign that started in September and finally ended on
that January night. The loss was not a sign of failure for
the team because the students realized that making it as
far as they did was a major accomplishment in itself.
Only the best are allowed to compete in the National
Moot Court Competition.
The National Moot Court competition, sponsored
by the Association for the Bar of New York City, is held
on an annual basis. Making it to the nationals is not easy.
It involves a process that takes several difficult steps. At
NYLS, students must first enter the Froessel Moot
Court competition, which is open to all students at the
law school. Participants must make it to the octo-finals
of the Froessel and then be cbo_sen by the Moot Court
Association to represent the school at the regionals.
From there, only the top two teams advance to the
nationals. This is what it takes to make ifto the nationals
- it is not an easy process.
Lydia is a fourth year evening student and has been
competing in Moot Court competitions for the past
three years. Besides making it to the nationals, she was

"Writing the Jessup memorial was an arduous
task," Werbel said. "Sections of the memorial continuously got researched, written, and edited to the point
where you can lose sight of the team's goal. When the
memorial is completed though, and you get your
adversary's memorial in the mail and start preparing for
oral arguments, the competition begins and becomes
thoroughly enjoyable!"

change their minds about the law."
Cowen and McCrohan agree that this year's team
is highly dedicated. They even stayed overnight to get the
brief done, the coaches recalled.
For team member Cristin Flynn Jessup is "an
opportunity to learn about international law in such depth
and detail that it develops an interconnectedness with
every other subject I study. The past three months have
been such a complete immersion in the competition.
Analysis, research, writing, rewriting and more analysis!!
The biggest element to the competition is commitment.
The time required to learn international law and be able
to write about it on a competitive level is staggering. The
competition has required me to ingest more caffeine
than I ever wanted, but I have loved going through the
process."

Jessup is truly unlike any other Moot Court
competition, Cowen reflected. It requires qualification
of every source you cite in order to persuade the
International Court of Justice (ICJ) of your position, he
said. The ICJ is the panel of judges that teams will appear
before.
"Writing the brief differs from writing a domestic
law competition because you cannot simply cite to a
Supreme Court decision and leave it at .that," Cowen
explained. "You have to cite to overwhelming amounts of
authority. Dead authors are considered the most persuasive authority by the ICJ because living authors can still

voted best oralist in the regionals this year. She majored
in music at Hunter college and now works as a director
of a major brokerage firm. Her goal is to become an
entertainment lawyer and she plans to work in the music
industry. Her teammate David graduated from NYLS in
December but was allowed to continue to compete on
behalf of the. school since he was matriculated at the
time the competition began. Moot Court was especially
hard for David because he ha~ to practice for these
competitions while studying for the bar and amazingly
enough he also found time to get married in between.
This is David's second year competing in Moot Court.
David graduated from the State University of New York
at-Albany where he studied Criminal Justice. He plans to
work for the District Attorney's office when he is
fmished with the bar.
Alex Jeffrey, who coached David and Lydia, is also
the chair of the NYLS Moot Court Association. He
graduated from Fordham University as a philosophy
major. This is his fmal semester at NYLS and he plans to
work for the American Civil Liberties Union after he
graduates.
Lydia and David both participate in Moot Court for
. the same reason. They realize that this one of the best
ways to develop their skills. Lydia explains that she
participates not only because she enjoys the challenge
but also because competing is beneficial to her career.
The competition enhanced her research and writing
skills and helped her approach the law creatively. At the
same time, it gave her lots of exposure. David explains
that although the research might not be so thrilling, the
competition is very exciting. Furthermore, Moot Court
combines all the lawyering skills into one package "the
total package" as he
it. Competing in Moot Court is
a defmite confidence booster, David described. A loss
never destroys his confidence but every single win
makes him realize that he is becoming better at the
profession to which he hopes to dedicate his life. By
competing, there is little to lose but much to gain.

calls

When asked what made them shine, Lydia attribu.ted the team's success to their maturity level, experience and commitment to do well. But the thing that set
them apart from the others is their style. She and David
approached the Moot Court issues creatively, while most
other teams approached the issues technically.
'The other teams thought they knew our arguments
because they had read our briefs, but the didn't," Payne
smiled. The team added a lot to their arguments between
the time they turned in their brief in and the time they
perfected their arguments, she said.
David explained that the great chemistry between
them and a top notch brief helped them do well but that it
was their excellent oral presentations that put them over
the top every time. Alex has a much simpler explanation
for the team's success. He has determined that Lydia and
David are clearly the best team he has ever coached.
The teams success of course raises another
question. Since New York Law School is not one of the
highest rated law schools in the nation, why does it
consistently perform well in the national and international Moot Court competitions? Lydia explains that
New York Law School students pride themselves in
doing well at such competitions and that the alumni
'
....
come back to help the current students practice and to
give them advice on competing. Perhaps they do this
because many years after leaving law school, members
of the alumni remember that their proudest moments in
law school included competing in Moot Court competi- ·
tions.
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From the Prez: An SBA Update
By Derryl Zimmerman
As I submit my first column in The Reporter I
would like to focus on three themes. First, I would like
to express my appreciation for the confidence and
support given to me by the student body, Dean
Wellington, the faculty, staff and alumni. Next, I need
your assistance to achieve a goal that will benefit all of
us, winning the SBA of the Year Award. Finally, I want to
add some words of advice for future New York Law
School SBA Executive Board members.

February. At the end of the Fall semester the SBA
treasury had a positive balance of $8,700. Finally, our
Forgiveness Committee has been diligently

Loan

We need student organizations who have sponsored events to submit brief, written descriptions of the
benefits-both to the school and to the profession-of
their programming. I have challenged our ABA Representative, the editorial staff of The Reporter; and certain
students I know on Moot Court and Law Review to
coordinate these efforts, however, anyone who wants to
contribute should bring it to the attention of an SBA
Executive Board or section representative.

'

When I ran for President of the SBA, it was the
first time I sought elective office at an institution of
higher education. I was compelled to run in order to
dispel the second-class mentality that festers within our
institution. I recognized the wealth of talented individuals who defy such nonsense. Furthermore, I consider
myself second-to-no-one when it comes to intellectual
endeavors. I am in the unique position of being a hybrid.
I have taken classes with day and evening students from
the classes of 1995, 1996 and 1997. Therefore, I have
witnessed our prowess and learned from students in each
of these classes. "We are in some awesome company."
My knowledge of our student body may be second only
to the staff in the Office of Admissions. However, I may
still have "one-up" on them because I have witnessed the
people they may only know on paper. With this knowledge I seek to be the catalyst who facilitates the proverbial, "cream to rise to the top." We need to show the
profession the caliber of New York Law School students.

I would be remiss if I did not mention that the
Office of Career Services and the Alumni Association
have compiled a list of over 600 alumni who have
expressed an interest in being mentors. We are not
taking advantage of this valuable opportunity. When you
go to Career Services ask about the Student-Alumni
Work-Product Program.

AITENTION: AMENDING SBA CONSTITUTION
Finally, the SBA Judicial Committee is currently
amending the SBA Constitution. To pass these amendments, it will require the vote of a majority of at least
one-half of the current student body, approximately over
700 votes. Please participate in this· very important
process. The vote on these amendments will take place
at the same time that you elect your next SBA Executive
Board. The Election Committee is comprised of thirdyear day and fourth-year evening students, if you have
, similar status and would like to help, please call me at
the SBA office ext. 125 or leave a note in my mailfolder.

MY GOALS FOR 1995-96
I ran on a platform which had four goals: to
develop a coalition between alumni, day and evening
students, to enhance job opportunities, to develop a
leadership committee and to' establish a loan forgiveness
program. We are in the process of achieving each of
these goals. First, day and evening senators on the
Social and Alumni Relations Committees have been
working together to plan social events, networking
opportunities, and a special Student-Alumni WorkProduct program. Second, we are working to enhance
the school's image by facilitating student participation in
competitions, conventions, and campaigns for regional
and national offices. The Public Affairs and Public
Interest Committees are expanding our community
service activities, increasing our involvement with bar
associations and evaluating how our school is being
marketed.
Third, I envisioned the formation of a leadership
committee that would consist of representatives from
each student organization. These representatives would
work together to develop a master schedule of student
activities. The Committee would provide an opportunity
for student organizations to co-sponsor events and
fundraising activities. This pre-planning would also
allow the SBA Senate to review budgets at the beginning
of the semester, and allow them more time to handle
other issues during Senate meetings. Since many
student organizations do not elect officers until weeks
after the semester begins, the Committee idea was
impeded.
We were also confronted with important SBA
Constitutional issues which curtailed the implementation of this idea. However, we have advised and assisted
student organizations in the planning and financing of
events including: the Media Law Project's panel on 'The
Lawyer's Role in the Television Series," the Jewish Law
Student's panel the "Peace Process: Where Do We Go
From Here" and the Second Annual Multi-Cultural
Festival. The Budget Committee has upgraded the
budget proposal process. The Budget ·committee intends
to hold budget writing and fundraising workshops in

award or distinction should bring their triumph to our
attention.

Derryl Zimmerman, SBA President
working out the parameters for a \lnique program. The
program, however, will be subject to the endorsement of
the school's administration.

I encourage students who aspire to run for an SBA
Executive Board office to:

I NEED YOUR HELP!
I appreciate the cooperation and encouragement
that I have received, however I need your help to achieve
my next goal for New York Law School. When I
attended the American Bar Association Convention in
Chicago, a law school I never heard of, the Dickinson
School of Law won the ABA Law Student Division
Membership Award and the SBA of the Year Award.
NYU won Student Newspaper of the Year Award. I want
New York Law School to walk away from this year's
convention with each of these awards. Each will help
distinguish us not only in our region, but also in the
profession.
These goals are
attainable. Through the
efforts described in the
proceeding paragraphs
the SBA has laid the
foundation to bring us
both national recognition and a winning spirit
within our halls. Your
section senators have
been working hard to
reach our team goal.
Now we need you to
help "bring home the
gold." We need you to
help construct the
winning proposal. Each
and every student who
has benefited from an
SBA function, won a
competition or a unique
opportunity, attained an

ADVICE TO FUTURE CANDIDATES

I) begin to plan.your campaign early,
2) develop a platform,
3) try to run on a slate-with individuals you can
work well with, and
4) seek the advice of the current SBA leader
ship.

If there is enough interest, we will have debates. I
will offer more information during the Spring semester.
Good luck, may the best team, or persons win.

Get an· Edge
•
•
•
•
•

IMPROVE YOUR STUDY SKILLS
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES
ONE ON ONE TUTORING
HELP WITH PAPER WRITING
HELPWITHSTUDYSKILLS

FOR AN APPOINTMENT
OR MORE INFORMATION
CALL THE LAW TUTORIAL SERVICE
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(516) 485-5133
OR (212) 886-5427
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Sound Off To The Ombudsman
An Ombudsman investigates
reported complaints (from stUdents
or consumers), reports findings, and
helps to achieve equitable settlements.1 The Reporter'.\' column
"Sound OffTo The Ombudsman" is

presenteafor entertainment purposes only.
Dear Ombudsman:
Why is our trophe [original
spelling] case buried in the library? I
didn't even know the school had ever won
things until a friend pointed the trophy
case out. Is the school embarrassed about
our accomplishments?

Dear I Can't Spell Traphy,

While I'm sure· the trophy case is
not as impressive as that which houses
your National Spelling Bee Championship Award, the case was erected in the
library because that is where it is assumed a good deal of law students go
every now and then. You probably did
not notice it because it is next to the dictionary. The library is a beautiful building, and one of the centerpieces of our
school, so that is where the school has
chosen to house a good deal of our
awards. The school has therefore put the
trophy case in a place of esteem, not hidden it away. Maybe if you study real hard
someday they will put one of your

·

:

awards in there and you will then know
where to look for your trophe.

Dear Ombudsman,
Why is this school so inaccessible
to the handicapped? Is NYLS breaking any
kind of law or ordinance?
Signed,
Concerned by the Plight of the·
Handicapped

Dear Concerned by the Plight of
the Handicapped,
·

VALENTINE'S DAY SPECIAL
FROM
PIEPER BAA REVIEW
****THIS OFFER BEGINS O N MONDA Y, FEBRUARY 5, 1996AND ENDS ON FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1996****

-·
The school is very accessible to the
handicapped. If you think about it, you
never see handicapped people around the
law school do you? This is because the
school is so well equipped to deal with
the handicapped that they are zoomed
in, zoomed to their classes, and zoomed
out of the building on state of the art
handicapped express equipment. Either
that or the school doesn't accept handicapped students in the first place. But
then that kind of conspiracy theory
would require us to believe in multiple
gunmen and the wheelchair behind the
grassy knoll. And nobody believes that.

Dear Ombudsman,
The first week of school I called
the Registrar to get a room number of a
class I added. I was told Registrar can not
give out room numbers over the phone.
Why am I paying $18 million to go to a
law school that can't make my life easier
and give me a phone# over the phone?
Signed,
I Want My Money Back

Dear I Want My Money Back,

I think your LSAT scores may have
had something to do with it.

NEW APPLI CANTS: REGISTER FOR PIEPER • RECEIVE $200
OFF (THIS MAKES YOUR COURSE PRICE $1400);
Dear Ombudsman,
I thought you might share the same
sentiments: What is to be done about
those irritating headshakers who nod in

-OR-

IF Y OU HAVE ALREADY REGISTERED: REGISTER ONE
FRIEN D •

WE W ILL DEDUCT ANOTHER $100 FROM YOUR BALANCE AND
Y OUR FRIEND WILL GET THE $200 OFF!

Simply return your applications and deposit together .and we will credit
your respective balances.

For more information call 1-800-635-6569 or see your Pieper Reps!!!

agreement over every remark made by
NYLS faculty? One would think that by
second year they would realize how
ridiculous they look. But then again such
brown-nosers probably won't internalize
that this is directed at them. Must we
resort to restraining those few students
with neckbraces to maintain the sanity
and equilibrium of the rest of the student
body? Additionally, for those students
who feel the need to consistently put in
their two cent regarding every issue and
comment made in class, please carry a
change purse, we'll supply the muzzle.
Signed,

=

Fed Up
r-~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

"'i

PIEPER BAR REVIEW
:IrrHE EDUCATED CHOICE!
;i
:j

~ '--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-.-~~~~~~~~~___J1::::

Dear Fed Up, ...

I hear ya man, but you left out
those people with the laptop computers .
that sit there and hack away all day. Not

Continued on page 26
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Couples Continued from page 1

Professor Lang and Professor Cuevas. "People say you
can' t have a relationship in Jaw school- that it totally
doesn't work. I don' t agree with that! , " contends
Weintraub. Additionally, Spiegel is happy to stipulate
that his girlfriend even sees a future ! Now, who could
beat that for $18, 600 a year!

6. He pays the security guards $10 a week to
track your whereabouts. You pay them $20 a day to
lead him astray.
7. You would rather read the Counselor than
go out to lunch with him.

Second-year student, Peter Wallis, met his
girlfriend, Joan Martino "networking." While some
students network to find a job, Wallis found himself a
gal. "I crashed an alumni party on the third day of law
school," stated the bold thirty-six year old. The event,
hosted at the World Trade Center, proved to Wallis that
"networking definitely pays off!" While most alumni
shared career advice and focused on present-day legal
issues, Wallis' focus never left Martino, " ...who gave me
a pissed-off look when I looked at her." Wallis probably
recalled the reasonable person standard enunciated in
Torts I, and hastily came to the conclusion that he was
rejected. Luckily for Wallis, he found his dissent
when she later tapped him on the shoulder and
whispered in his ear, "I forgot to give you this"
as she handed him her business card and made a
hasty exit without another word. -The cases
Professor Saltalamachia assigned us in Torts
look pale in comparison!
Wallis barely let the (below-average)
requisite of twenty-four hours pass before
anxiously calling Martino. A bit on edge about
this mysterious woman of his dreams, Wallis
arranged to meet her at the East Village bar, The
Edge. Since then, this couple has signed a rental
lease-together, that is- and has had many
laughs. "We're like Frick and Frack. We have a
lot in common and we' re very compatible." As
for New York Law School, once their only
common denominator, Martino teases Wallis that
"I did it first-hand and see it second-hand."
There are many couples at New York Law
School who are still in the closet. But do not be
fooled into believing that they don't exist.
According to several of the security guards, a
whole lot of loving is going on at New York Law
School- where our students, obviously not
suffering from acrophobia, engage in romantic
interludes on the roof of the B-building. Several
guards have had to interrupt them for violating
security codes. Little do these perpetrators
know that they are on closed-circuit TV in the
cafeteria.
One-half of a secret couple at New York
Law School describes their relationship as
occurring in stages. It was all friendship until "he
kissed me and I liked it." Men, before puckering
up, you might want to know that this couple was
already inseparable for a year before the magical
kiss .transformed them from best buddies to a
secret-couple. "At first we didn't tell people
because it gave us a chance to spend time
together without feeli ng like we were under a
microscope." As for letting the secret out, Ms.
X declared, "we still don' t hold hands immediately upon leaving the building." When this
couple escapes the confines of Worth Street's A,
B, and C buildings, they go out for a beer or
enjoy a private lunch. Her view on public display
of affection: "I'm really attracted to him. But,
it's awkward for non-couples, so we save that for
when we're alone."
The secret-couple's first date was at a
Monday Night Summer Film Festival mBryant
Park on forty-second street. It was romantic, but
for Ms. X, not as romantic as the idea of being
part of a secret couple. But as far as other areas
of her life go, "what you see, is what you get."

8. For finals, you agree to exchange outlines
with him and give him the version where you
switched the majority opinions with the dissents.
9. You pay off professors to humiliate him in
front of the whole class.
I 0. After he commends you in front of your
friends for a comment you made earlier, you thank
him by calling him.the wrong name.

As for the romantic lives of our esteemed professors, I have only one comment: Our law school staff
does not seem very attracted to each other. Perhaps the
Professors suspect the guards of working on Valentines
Day, while the food-service staff suspects the Professors of drafting next years' syllabus on Valentines Day.
Perhaps the Librarians are afraid that the food-service
staff will want to go out for a cheap, "pita-pizza" on
Valentine's Day and the maintenance men are afraid that
dining with a staff member from career services is like
committing career-suicide.
So, if finding love is on your agenda this
Valentine's Day, the Steifel Reading Room might be the
place to start looking. Besides, you might share more in
common than a guard who enjoys watching closedcircuit TV.

A Free Night Out
Tbere's a concert at Carnegie Hall and second- and third-year students are invited.
It's in April, before exams and bar review courses cramp your social life. The award winning

Carnegie Mellon University philharmonic will perform works of the Greek contemporary
classical composer lannis Xenakis to kick off a celebration of the maestro's 70th year.
The tickets would be $35 each if you had to pay for them,
but second- and third-year students can get up to 2 free.
The program includes works for full orchestra, small percussion ensemble, and soloist.
The Washington Post thinks the CMU Philharmonic is "decisive and clean playing."
Was your last memo of law that good?
So, fill out the coupon and invite a friend for a night at Carnegie Hall.
And then get back to work.
We'll mail your tick~ts to you a few weeks before the April 23rd concert.
The curtain goes up at 8:00PM.
............. . ..•.••..•.•••... • •.••.••••••••••• • ••.••••••. • •• • • • ••••. .. • • ••••• !

Name
Address
Phone - - - - - - - - Grad yr - - - - # of tix 1circle2
; If you prefer, you can e-mail the above information to acg@panix.com or sign-up
: outside the Reponer office.

..............................................................................

Mail to:
Attorney Career Guidance
149 Fifth Avenue
Suite 709
New York, NY 10010

'
Tickets provided courtesy of Attorney Career Guidance, Inc., a New York City-based transition consulting firm for law students
and attorneys.

-A-

To: Camille Agard
From: Mr. Lyrics
Message: Anytime, Anyplace, For the
love of money.
To: Elena Ajayi
From: "Rather Not Say"
Message: Excuse me for staring so much
when we had classes together. I just
couldn't draw my eyes away from such a
perfect view. You are a true beauty.
To: AndyR.
From: The cafeteria crew
Message: Keep your burgers off the
table.
To: AT
From: JAE
Message: My partner in crime. Since you
got the Apple - I'll send you all the
criminals that pass my way. By the way love those suspenders -Sharp-real sharp.

From: Your Harem
Message: You are the Blue Book stud of
section B, you're sweet, funny, and very
sexy. Others are so Jealous They want to
hurl because you're always surrounded by
so many beautiful girls. Happy
Valentine's Day!
To: Barrington .
From: Valerie
Message:· You have been that special light
in my life. You're there whenever I need
you and your love is always strongly
present. Thanks for always being there! I
love you! Happy Valentine's Day!
To: Betty and Annette
From: CW
Message: Hey ladies thanks for all the
gossip and Happy Valentine' s Day!
To: BK
From: Your One & Only
Message: Who's your new Valentine?
To: The Black Law Studen ts' Association
From: The BLSA Executive Board
Message: W/out you - we are nothing Happy Valentine.

To: BLSA's graduating class of '96
To: Valerie Armstrong-Barrows
From: BLSA
From : Daddy, Shebra, Wayne, ChristoMessage: We love you. We are expher, Barrington II, Prince and Snowflake . tremely pleased that you have performed
as expected.
To: Blake
From:
Message: Just one night...

Message: Happy Valentine's Day
Mommy! We love you with all our hearts
(All seven of them)!
To: Kim Auerbach
From: Gabriel
Message: I love you, my sweet. Will you
marry me?
-B-

To: Jeff Baker
From: Alexis
Message: I hope this Valentine's Day is
prosperous and starts off your new and
exciting love life with a bang! Happy
Valentines Day.
To: Barby
From: Raleigh
Message: Happy Valentine's Day,
Mommy B. from (lean) the best dog
(lean) in the whole (lean) world (lean!).
To: Elizabeth Barr
From: Alexis
Message: I know for a fact that you are
going to have a much better Valentines
day than you did last year. Tnank God!

To: H. P. Blinky
From: Nejla J. Cadet
Message: Oh, I love how you always
come through for me! Happy Valentine's
Day!

To: Chris & Tom
From: Maria
Message: Happy Valentines Day! Thanks
for all your help last semester.
To: Christopher and Barrington II
From: Mommy
Message: Twinkle, Twinkle little stars,
Your little smiles take me far, From
morning rise to evening set, Your hugs
and kisses are the best! Happy Valentines
Day!
To: Brandon Cotto
From:
Message: I know you want my body and
my butt that doesn' t quit. Call me - I'll be
your Valentine - Love Annod
-0-

To: Dan L.
From: Sweetheart
Message: I truly miss you and I hope we
have the opportunity to explore the
possibilities.
To: DAREBEAR
From: SHABBEAR
Message: I love you! With all the ups and
downs I would not have missed the ride.
To: Daveo
From: You'll never guess
Message: You've made my year. All I can
say is WOW!
To: David R.
From: KA
Message: I want more details about the
butane blow torch.

To: Boy Wonder
From: Wonder Woman
Message: Truth or Dare... I dare you to do
it all again.

To: DBR (3L)
From: MLR
Message: Dear DBR thank you for
showing me what illicit meriticious
conduct means. I can't wait until next
week's topic: search and seizure. With
love and friendship, MLC.

To: Joyce Brown
From: ·
Message: If a picture is worth a thousand
words, then a picture of you would satisfy
my writing requirement.

To:DKNY-MA
From: NJC
Message: Happy Valentine's Day! Aren' t
you embarrassed? Can't I spell? Guess
not!

To: Scott Butler 3L
From:
Message: You're the dreamiest I Just
love that navy blue undershirt.

To:DM
From: KA
Message: Here's to no more secrets.
Happy Valentine's Day.

To: Scott Butler

To: Dorothy
From: Laura & Barbara
Message: You are the greatest asset at
NYLS - we love you Dorothy - we want
more money! !

From: .Your Shitzu
Message: I am so glad you didn' t get a
Beagle

To: DSA
From: Chancery
Message; "A cainival kewpie and an
electric blanket will give you more
satisfaction." Happy Valentine's Day.

-C-

To: Carmen F.
From: CW
Message: Keep it Real. Happy
Valentine' s Day!
To: Chris
From: Kim
Message: You're the best to work with.
Here's to blackmail pictures, late nights,
and free food.

-E-

To: Evan
From: Old Friends
Message: 007, you are not. Nice try!!
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Message: Thank you for your support,
inspiration, energy and charisma.

-F-

To: Jordan S. Friedman
From: KA
Message: Thanks for the great quotes.
You' re the best! Here's to "on the
record .."
To: Jordan S. Friedman
From: You Know Who
Message: We should dance.
To: M. Friedman
From: Friends
Message: Can you say "would you like
large or small fries with your order?"
To: M. Friedman
From: Concerned for you
Helpful Hint: Don't chew that gum at an
interview - were you raised in a barn?
-G-

To: Galal
From: The Flabby Four
Message:· You're huge man!! My legs still
hurt from doing squats.

To: Gina & Ann
From: L.B.
Message: "I've got nothing but love for
you!" Here's to another yr together.
To:GreggB.
From: Your devoted fans
Message: You are so sexy with your arm
in a sling. Maybe you should wear one all
the time. Love your weschler!

-HTo: Halm
From: Nejla J. Cadet
Message: c:\ romance\ fallin
c:\romance\fallin\love.exe
rem safe sex
if date= 021996 then echo "Happy
Valentine's" else echo "I Love You"
endie.
To: Huddle
From: Allstar & 2nd Base
Message: We'd love to cuddle with you
Huddle! (8.eperat~y)
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. Would You Be My Valentine?
for being with me and always having a
smile. Happy Valentines Day.

From: Your Captain
Message: The sea out there, it's big and
blue. Yet it is nothing, unless I have you.

To: Kady
From: Junior
Message: Although sometimes you might
not know it from my actions, I do and
will, always love you.

To: Sharon Hong
From: Not Korean
Message: Only Korean!?

To: Karen E.
From: Dawn Samuel
Message: Thanks for being such a
wonderful friend. Happy Valentine's Day.

To: House of Hrothgar
From: Grendel (& Ketley)
Message: Your house will fall, devouring
its own tail. Such is your wyrd.

To:Kim
From: A Secret Admirer
Message: That cute little body, oooh,
yeah. The things you do to me!

-1-

To: l.D.C. Boys
From: Skippy & Peanut
Message: We love you, man!! You guys
are the Best!! Now lets have some Beer!!

+
To: Jen (Bonnie)
From: Andrew (Clyde)
Message: To my cohort in crime. May
our reign of terror live on.
To: Jodi P.
From: You know who

Message: You took my heart & threw it
in the trash. Thank you so much for that!!
To: My darling nephew, Johnathan
From: Auntie Marion
Message: This is to remind you that
Auntie marion loves you So much!!!
Happy Valentine, my darling. And happy
birthday, too.
To: Jon Big-Boy
From: Your Valentine
Message: Happy Heart Day! Thank you
for putting a smile on my face and in my
heart. I love you ....
To: Jordan F.
From: An admirer from afar
Message: It's too bad your taken - your
eyes make me melt. You are so dreamy.

To: Kim
From: CW
Message: I couldn't have done this with
out your help. Thanks for everything and
here's hoping you have a great Valentines
Day.

.-~

To: Little Tiara
From: Auntie Val
Message: We waited so long for you to
get here! Happy 2nd Valentine's Day my
special little girl!
To: Lionell
From: Auntie Val
Message: I love you my little favorite
nephew! Happy Valentines Day!
To: L.L. Cool Vah
From: The Phantom
Message: Sing to me my Angel
. .. Ahh ... Ahh. Sing to me Ahh ...Ahh.
To:Lord Genji
From: Lady Murasaki
Message: A blossom kissed by rain hides
in her robes and bums.
To: Lori
From: Steve
Message: Happy Valentine's Day - I love
you!

-M-

To: Mr. Happy
From : Gina
Message: Life is too precious to live it
with regrets. If you're feeling low, just
commemorate all you've accomplished
including maintaining our wonderful
friendship.

-NTo: Simone Nicolson
From: You Know Who
Message: You look rough and stuff with
your Afro Puffs, Whoa, Go on with your
bad self.
To: Simone Nicolson
From: You Know Who Again
Message: I don't like no skinny leg
woman. Give me the big leg girls.

To: Kimba
From: Al
Message: You're a little tiger babe, let's
hear your roar. So, you're public - thanks
you for keeping us in the dark.

To: Annette Malpica
From: J.N.
Message: I'm looking forward to having
another hot date with you. But don't let
Betty know about it this time.

To: Simone Nicolson
From: CW
Message: You the one babe. Happy
Valentine's Day!

To: Kitty
From: CW
Message: Don't ever lose that smile!
Happy Valentines Day.

To: Maria
From: CW
Message: Hope you have a great
Valentine's Day!

To: NYLS
From: S.V. &P.R.
Message: Thank you so much for all the
laughs and the $100,000 debt!

To:K.P.P.
From: CW
Message: I will always love you! (Can
You Stand the Rain?)

To: Marion
From: CW
Message: Don't ever stop being yourself.
Happy Valentines Day!

To: Kris
From: L. Kreizler
Message: When you eloped you broke
my heart. Until then I hoped I still had a
chance. Too bad we didn't meet sooner.
You're a great girl, and I wish you the

To: Marty 2nd yr Section B
From: Shy But Interested
Message: Our eyes have met once or
twice but I've been too shy to make a
move. I'd love you to take a chance on
me. Happy Valentine's Day.

-LTo: Larry and Eileen
From: Phillip C.
Message: West Firland is the Yttic
Majority province with the highest
concentration of Yttics.
To: Larry & Vivian & Ange
From: Your Wife & Mom
Message: Thanks for all the support and
love. You are the best!

-K-

To: L.B.
From: Mr. YMCA
Message:How come you don't arrive late
to class so I can sneak a peak?

To:K.A.
From: D.M.
Message: You have made the law school
experience much more enjoyable. Thanks

To: Nicole Lee
From; CW
Message: "Hey there pretty lady." Happy
Valentine's Day!
To: Lima Bean
From: Panky
Message: I will never stray from our path.
Our journey will always be lasting on
vibrant Earth.

To: Marfleo
From: Kimberflea
Message: You are my shmoopie and you
will always be. I'm looking forward to
giving you a squiggly this weekend!
To: Me
From: Me
Message: I love Me.
To: Mike
From: Secret Admirer
Message: Have I told you that I'm crazy
about you?
To: Mi Unico Pollito
From: The Best Puppy!
Message: Raleigh wants a treat...a
biscuit... to go for aw a a a I k! !! Happy
Valentine's Day Mom!
To: M.L.C. 3L
From: R.B.D. 3L
Message: It was deffinitely worth the
wait. You can wake me up for breakfast
anyday!
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-0To: Claudia Olivieri
From: NJC
Message: Happy Valentine's Day! May
you soon meet your phlebotomist, or
whatever.
Your Friend, Nejla
-P-.

To: Paul
From: Kim
Message: I know it's a little late but Con.
Law is on the 4th floor.
To: Peanut
From: Skippy
Message: Will you Marry me?!
To: Pena, Julie, Lisa
From: Alexis
Message: Happy Valentine's Day to my
favorite women to hang with in the
coolest and most intelligent' office in the
school.

14
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-S-

To: Penny
From: Class of '96
Message: Try a lighter shade of lipstick thanks!!
To: Pooh
From: Your Brown-Eyed Girl
Message: Happy Valentine's Day to the
love of my life. Thanks for filling my life
with Jove and happiness!
To: The Printer Gnomes
From: A Consultant
Message: Stop Stealing the ink.

To: Senate Bar Association
From:Black Law Student's Association
Message: Thank You for your continuous
support and concern in aiding BLSA/
NYLS in maintaining numerous leading
positions on a regional and national level.

To: The Old Man Who is Handsome,

but taken
From: One who wants to learn how to
drive
Message: Long time never see - but
fidelity insist. I respect you and regret
that I came tqo late. Maybe later, like 3/
97 you'll reevaluate your situation.

-#To: Shebra
From: Mommy Barrows
Message: Meow, Meow, Meow, Quack,
Quack, Quack, If your head wasn't
attached to your shoulders, It would
prob~~ly _end._up on the train tracks! I love
}'.9U any.way "''!be_\ .

To:TJTD
From: Franklin
Message: Happy Day. Are you not talking
to me anymore?

To: Professional & Proactive
·Froin~lex1s<';;_ ..,;;.
From: Dakota
' _..;:-fyf ess~ei I ~ope. this Vale; tituf s ~lay
Message: Don' t be scared of the scandal-· F ~~i:lgs'=ta.Waµ~-,~~t(f~upris~s ! ,, :.... •
ous, suspicious and surreptious. R~majn_ ::'".To:.Sltl_pp)r__

-RTo: Reggie, Mel & Annette
From: BR

Message: Happy Valentine's Day guys.
Looks like I'll be going 3 for 3.
To: Betty Rodriguez
From: J.N.
Message: You ar the sweetest person I
know. Although I like this boring school,
I will miss you dearly.
To: Karen Robertson
From: Dawn Samuel
Message: Praying that you are on the road
to a speedy recovery. Happy Valentine's
day. .
To: Karen Robertson
From: CW
Message: Glad to see you back. Get well
soon and have a happy Valentines day.
To: Stephan Rothe
From: 3L
Message: You have an irresistable smile.
Signed, Lunch is on me next time.

From: Calvin
Message: What are you wearing today?

To: Roxanne
From: Cyrano
Message: La lune! La lune au ciel, un dieu
au terre. La June, la dessee. La lune!

To: The guy with great taste
From: Beauty babe
Message: This is something you would
consider corny, but who cares I love you!

-T-

To: The Ho's of L7
From: PT
Message: Hope you have a great day, but
yall ain't getting none, except AA, LB, &
me!

,.

From: Piglet
message: Thanks for everything.

.

--. . · ....

-ZTo: Zed
From: Rita Repulsa
Message: You horrible monster! Let's go .
get those snot nosed brats, and give Angel
grove the trashing it deserves.
·
Your Loathsome Love, Rita.

To: "666"
From: "222"
Message: Gosh, I hate you!! Happy
Valentine's Day Pooh!!
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Would You Be my yjijJ.jtn~What is Your Ideal Valentine's Date? -

,...,,

-

I

Galal Chater; 2L
"Go to the Poconos for the weekend and sit in a heart
shaped jacuczi by candlelight with Sade music in the
background."

Mike Varble, 3L
"A nice bottle of wine and a warm .fireplace."

......_,,o·~.,.........~

Daniel Lebenson, 2L

Romantic with visions beyond the simple and trite,
Bright as the sunshine, yet subtle upon sight,
Eyes like ~eans - worlds of their own
She appears in my vision and as she fades from my sight,
I tremble and shiver in an odd delight,
She takes from me something as indescribable as light.

"'·

,
.. ··- .... ..~
Paula Whitney Best, Associate Director o/ Career
Services
"My mate and I are going to exchange gifts and then go
to Mitali, an Indian food restaurant on East 6th Street in
Little India

Sally Harding, Assistant Director of
Student Services
"Chocolate cake would de.finitely be
involved..... "

'

'"'

Bonnie Brown, Bryan Kaplan, and Jodi Persichetti
Betty Rodriguez. 3L (e) and Annette Malpica, JL (e)
Bryan: "I would take them out to dinner and see
Betty: "A ca"iage ride through Central Park"
.
.
where it leads."
Annette: "Dinner at One by Land, 1Wo by Sea on Barrow Street in Soho, and then ice skating at Wollman Rink" Jodi and Bonnie: "Anything as long as the three of us
are together."

FEJRUARY 1996'

'"{"
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By Sharon-Frances Moore

In the Mood for Love: Great Date Ideas
By Sharon-Frances Moore
How do I love thee? Let me count the ways...there
are much better things to do then count during the month
of love (or the month of heart ache depending on how
you look at it). The New York scene is pretty slow in
February. There is the Dog Show at Madison Square
Garden the 12th through the 13th, Walt Disney on Ice at
Radio City Music Hall the 16th through the 26th, the
Chinese New Year Celebration on the 19th and an
antique show at the Pier the 24th through the 25th. Due
to the light schedule I would like to offer some date
ideas for those in love, or just pretending.

bouquet of balloons, a heart shaped cake or cookie.
Weekend at the following places:
Buy a hardcover book of poems or love sonnets.
Make a coupon book: Take ten sheets of paper or
index cards, make a cover, then inside include coupons
that can be redeemed. (e.g.: good for one kiss, good for
one house cleaning, good for one dinner at a place of the
redeemer's choosing.) These can also be purchased in
any Hallmark store.

New Hope. A one hour ride out of the city. This
quaint Pennsylvanian town is on the Delaware River and
has small shops and many bed and breakfasts.
Lake Placid. The Amtrak fare is about $80.00
round trip. There are major hotels and bed and breakfasts
all with breathtaking views of snow capped mountains.
There is skiing , specialty shops and Olympic sites.

Flowers.
Do not fall into the trap of ''We don't have to do
anything, I already know you love me" or "I love you year
'round so why celebrate a commercial day and make
Hallmark rich." or "You know I love you, I don't need a
day to tell you." These are a sheer warning that you are
headed for a month of"I can't believe you didn't..." "Not
even a flower..." "I think we should start seeing other
people... " Avoid the heartache and use one of the ideas
below or at the very least buy a card.

Inexpensive ($20.00 to $30.00)

Create an indoor picnic. Spread a blanket or sheet
on the floor and have a basket full of picnie stuff that
you have bought at a local deli or made yourself.

Moderate ($50.00 to $100.00)
Buy tickets to any Broadway show.
Dinner and a carriage ride around central park.
You can have a moderate dinner and walk to Columbus
Circle and take a spin. All carriage people now except
Visa.
Go to a jazz club. These often serve dinner and
have a nice ambiance.
Send a Vermont Teddy Bear. These bears come
dressed in various costumes representing man¥ themes
and are sent directly to the one you love, like, or have
mutual respect for.
(800) 829-2327

Atlantic City. All of the casinos are offering great
getaway packages due to the fact that it is low season for
the shore. Remember drinks are free if you gamble (but
you must tip the cocktail servers) at all the casinos.
Rent a helicopter for part of an evening. This may
sound extravagant but you can rent these by the half hour.
A night time ride over the New York skyline will melt
any heart. "I would give you the world ifl could but
tonight I can only give you New York" is a line that
seems to work with this gift.
Send a singing telegram. You can get the singer to
sing almost any arrangement of songs. In addition you
have a choice of the costume the signer can wear. Chose
from an ape to a person in a tux.
Flowers.

Go to breakfast and watch the sun rise at the pier.
Flowers.
Go to dinner and watch the sun set while on top of
the Empire State Building ( also good if this is parlayed
with seeing Sleepless in Seattle or An Affair To Remember).
Buy a heart shaped box of candy. As corny as it
might seem this old reliable can not lose.
Create a home spa. Place candles in the bathroom
and run a hot tub with bath oil or bubbles ( you can go to
the Body Shop or Caswell and Masey). Let your loved
one relax. Then you can give a message using aromatic
oils. Then after tucking them in bring them dinner in bed
( a little twist from the morning variety).
Write a poem. Do not worry if you are not a
Whitman or Poe. People like effort. So anything you
put on paper will appear to be a masterpiece in the eyes
of the one you love.

Jewelry (need I say more).

Expensive ( over $100)
A half day at Elizabeth Arden. This includes a
message, nail treatment, hair treatment (wash, style and
cut), skin treatment, makeup application and lunch. (212)
546-0200 Total cost $232.05

Note: Save yourself some future grief and go to
your local florist and set up an account. All you have to
do is give him/her the name of your beloved and flowers
will be sent to them at every holiday. So there is no
chance of you forgetting anniversaries, birthdays or
another Valentines day.

Happy Valentine's
Day!

Rent any of the following movies: Untamed
Hearts, When Harry Met Sally, Boomerang, Frankie and
Johnny, Same Time Next Year, Paris Blues, Casablanca,
Ghost, Three Of Hearts. Make sure to have popcorn and
the persons favorite beverage.

Leave a love note in ·an unexpected place ( on the
dashboard of the car, on the bathroom mirror, or in the
breakfast cereal).
Go back to the first place you met. Present a card
and give kiss.
· Prepare a romantic dinner and dress as close to
black tie as your wardrobe will allow
(If you can't cook do-the following: Buy an
already cooked meal ,put it in serving bowls and plates,
make sure you throw away the containers. Then cut up an
onion and some garlic put them in a pan of butter until
brown. The smell from the pan will give the effect that
you have cooked and nobody will be the wiser.)
Send one of the following: a bouquet of flowers, a

Professor Ross Sandler introduces Public Advocate Mark Greene at NYLS Center for New York City Law
Breakfast. Next Breakfast will be February 23 with husband and wife artist team Christo and Jeanne-Claude.
THe two will speak about their experience with City agencies and their attempts to convince the City to let them
build "City Gates," a project that invovles building gates out of cloth in Central Park. RSVP 431-2115.
FEBRUARY 1996
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I'd Rather be in Philadelpia

BAR/BR I

By Joshua D. Brinen
Ever feel needy? I'm feeling needy. Needy sucks.
home in time to catch a plane to Ann
Given the choice between Criminal Procedure, CrucifixArbor, Michigan? But when I figured
ion and needy, I'd sooner repeat first year. Needy makes
that I would always have another
you feel like an old, over-ripe tomato: sq uishy and rotten opportunity to be conveyed to the
to the core. To quote the late, great W.C. Fields, Frankly,
Midwest in comfort, I chose to take a
I'd rather be in Philadelphia. The more the times change,
train. After all, how many of us have
the more they stay the same. Penning this note, ready for
taken a long train ride? I now know why.
viewing on the 14th of February
- the day when people are burned
The Amtrak
at the stake for advocating
train did not have
freedom for soppy, romantic
a bar car on it,
Let the
Snoopy cards - I give thanks to
even though they
rom~nce
the parade of sinners and cynics
promised me that
who have cleared the way for
the train would
me, the beneficiary of their
have a club car in
wisdom and their modem-day
which I could drown my sorrows
punditry. As their spokesman, I
and write my stories. But I would
remind you that Valentine's Day
suffer. Suffer for my art. I'd
approaches like the Fifth
sleep. I boarded the train and took
Horseman of the apocalypse.
up two seats (wide girth, I
explained). Dejected I sat in my
In a sinister twist of fai th
seat contemplating a 13 hour train
and fate, the Book of Revelaride alone. And a child two seats
tions neglected to mention the
up. And the only other person my
Fifth Horseman of the Apocaage snippily refused my offer to
lypse. Everyone remembers the
aid in stowing her luggage in the
first: Death. Big scythe. Cool
overhead compartment. With the
robe. Needing little dental work.
execution-style murder of
And most remember his second,
chivalry, many good conversations
War, though lately War has been
starters were taken, put up against
regulated with the Geneva
a brick wall, and shot like Russian
Convention Center and this Accord Hatchback and that
aristocracy.
Trick or Treaty, he's not yet been traded to the Mets. F:ew
remember Famine, though his little brother Pestilence is
No ne of the New World Order, who hunted down
not forgotten when he blows through C alifornia. But the
the old w ays with a ruthless Stalin-esque approach to
fifth member of this team is often forgotten. Valentine's
management, considered that old women, sorry that the
Day just does not have the cool toys o f Death and War
times and the places have done to romance what Woody
nor the appetite of Famine and Pestilence.
Allen did to comedy. And so an elderly lady came to my
rescue. She almost dropped a piece of luggage on said
And so Valentine's Day is storming through the
snippety woman, and I stood to the rescue. I pushed the
City on its horse spreading need and Snoopy Cards with
luggage into the bin and uttered a patently uncool
cute messages. At least this year I am not alone. Alone is
comment (PUC). And on that rare instance, I shot the
easy to plan. Beer or Cider, depressing music, gas oven.
puc righ t into the goal.
Attire: black but not flammable. This year I have to try to
plan a "romantic evening." And why do you ask? (Humor
C o ntrary to popular belief, only a select few (the
me: Ask.) Because I lost a sucker bet. I bet train lady tha t jack-booted thugs) can get away with starting conversaI got a parking ticket.
tions with "cool comments." The rest of us poor
schmucks can't rely on our 'hey baby wuz up' charm. We
Jack-booted Editor: Not to be u ngrateful, my
came up on the shallow end of that gene pool. We could
shyster-in-training, but could provide a little context to
try the c h arm, but then we'd be sitting at home at eleven
'train-lady'?
o'clock o n a Saturday night awaiting the Fifth horseman
of the apocalypse to rain down and spew Snoopy Cards,
Me: We put together the two most bated profesroses, and chocolates everywhere. On a normal, chemisions o n the planet. She's a dental stud ent.
cally-balanced day not nearly as destructive as, say,
Jack-booted Editor: That's it? Can't you be
Death, but on a needy day: watch out. Personally, I'd
funnier than that?
rather w ing it. Rely on the back-beat comment that only
can come from humor and experience. And before you
You ever try to be funny on command? I don't
comment on my age, remember Dr. Jones' Rule Number
know what you leather-clad grarnmaticians want, but I am One: Its not the age its the mileage. Besides, I'm a
certainly not going to make anything up . She's overwriter. I should be prepared.
worked and paying for it. We're both ruled by our
filofaxes and not by our hormones. S he comes to my
W rong again. The only time the back-beat comapartment every-so-often. I ply her with wine and cook
ment fai ls is when you are faced with your own personal
up a chicken in piazolla sauce. I complain that we don' t
form of kryptonite. In my case, someone more attractive
get together enough, she complains a bout my defective
and more intelligent than I am. Needless to say, I run up
Y chromosome and then she goes ho m e to study. I had
against an awful lot of kryptonite in my day. So instead
to rely on government agencies to woo her. Sad but true , of wooing a young lass into getting me into the sixtythe two keys to romance in this big lonely City may be
five-mile-an-hour club (Amtrak's version of the MileAmtrak and the New York City Parking Authority. Roses · higb clu b), I end up on the Friday before my Tax final on
don't cut it and neither do chocolates. (unless they are
Bleeker Street betting my match on whether or not I bad
from Lelac's). Love springs eternal fro m cramped, bot
a ticket on my car. I.lose, and now I do not even get the
train cars and pointless bureaucrats and their jack-booted chance to pay up.
thugs - the meter maids. I met train la d y on a 6:40 p.m.
train o ut of Penn station the Wednesday before ThanksS o here I sit, waiting for the Fifth Horseman of the
giving. I got stuck in Ethics class weighing the ethical
Apocaly pse to ride into town with the sounds of fish in
considerations. Do I listen to this drib ble or do I get
water and couples in Jove; a victim of Neuro-anatomy

A.

Sad but true, the two
keys to
in
this big, lonely City
may be Am trak and
the New York City
Parking A uthority.
Roses don 't cut it
and neither do chocolates (unless they are
front LeLac's)

and his tology. And frankly, I'd rather be in Philadelphia.
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Wyatt, Continued from page 7

"Not only is New Jersey a fertile market for
our students, but a lot of our students come from
there," Wyatt said.
So last semester Howard and Wyatt traveled to
New Jersey to attend an alumni function where they
touted the school and invited the attendees to join
NYLS's New Jersey-Alumni Planning Group. This
spring, Wyatt will again travel to New Jersey to
discuss with alumni ways to increase opportunities
for NYLS students in New Jersey. Another advantage
to New Jersey, Wyatt said, is that many New York
state judges do not hire students straight out from
law school, but in New Jersey many state judges do.
From her travels to New Jersey and within
New York, Wyatt got the idea to start a monthly
newsletter entitled Connect.
"It was her idea because she said, "I'm talking
to employers and I should share what I am learning.
It's not doing me any good sitting on my desk,"'
Howard relayed.

Cyndy is familiar with the trials and tribulations of the intimidating job search. After completing her clerkship Cyndy arrived in New York with no
job and limited number of contacts in the city. She
started by calling any lawyers she knew, then
everyone she knew to find out if they knew lawyers.
Ready to get moving in a legal career here in New
York, she started volunteering at the State Attorney
General's office. Eventually, she was hired by a
litigation firm on a per diem basis and was eventually
offered a position as an associate.
Cyndy spent two years in private practice, and
is a member of the ~ar in New York, New Jersey, and
Connecticut. Her resume is an impressive compilation of work in the public and private sector. Cyndy
decided to come to NYLS to blend her skills as a
lawyer with her creative writing and communications
skills. The most difficult thing, however, is getting
students interested in participating. Cyndy wants to
be involved and help students make the best of our
education. Her office door is always open and she
encourages feedback and suggestions if you have
any.
"The best part of the job is
working with students," Wyatt
said. 'The counseling part of
things has turned out to be a very
pleasant surprise."
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Abstinan~e,

Sitcoms, and Exercise:
Musts for Bar-take-rs

By Gabriel Falcon, Esq.
Attention 3rd year Jaw students! In the near future
you will have to take the New York Bar Exam. That's
right! The New York Bar Exam! No more group sessions
on "proximate cause", or sensitive coffee drink studying
at Barnes & Noble. The bar is bigger than that, even
bigger than Dom Deluise. It's serious business and I'm
gonna offer you practical advice on how to take the Bar
exam and pass it
without committing
some of the more
serious felonies.
First, it doesn't
matter what prep
course you take.
Those spin doctor
reps can say all they
want to about the·
prep course t
they're all b . ·
the same.
at
matters is yo . If you
choose not t study,
you will fail. So pick
Pieper or B Bri or
both. Justs

eyes. It's as
as that, in m
opinion. But to get to
that point, you're
gonna need to study.
It gives you a
fighting chance. Like

Iraq had.
Besides

wonderful change of pace, just you, the TV, and Marna. If
you can't find Mama's Family on your cable channels,
watch old episodes of Three's Company. You'll be
amazed how little Suzanne Summers wore.
#3 Take Up Running.
_,_..v-F.,,fore the Bar I weighed 300 pounds. However,

Jaw school drones pouring into this gigantic parking lot,
sitting in identical endless rows of tables. All you hear is
the sound of the elderly proctors walking painfully
slowly up and down the aisles. You'll also detect an
ambient buzzing sound. Don't be alarmed, it's just the
cumulative sound of ten thousand future lawyers
contemplating adverse possession.
Now the
proctor hands
you the test
and you unseal
it from its
hermetically
sealed jacket.
Then that voice
from beyond, a
deep Darth
Vaderian voice
commands you
to begin. This
is it. This is
when you meet
your maker.
Just bite your
tongue right
off and get
down to
business.
Never mind
the chunky guy
next to you
breathing
through his
nose, or the
pinacolada
song playing in
your head. Just
ace it! Say to
yourself:
"Self, if my
cousin Saul,
you know, the
one with one
leg bigger than
the other, the
one who threw
up at the bar
mitzvah, the
one who has
hair on the

The Top 10 ways to pass the New York Bar Exam.
10. Slip a sawbuck in between the essays.
9. Say you have a learning disability and you'll need five years to take the test.
8. Stall the proctors by asking them what they could of bought with a nickel in
1930..
7. Ask if you can skip right to the bathing suit competition.
6. Offer the bar examiners a lap dance.
5. Rant and rave in the nude about how the bar is just another way "the man
keeps us in line"
4. Promise that if you don't take the bar, you' 11 never appear on television in a
thick mustache and rolled up sleeves saying "have you been personally in
jured?"
3. If you fail, hire Johnny Cocharan to say you were on a plane to Chicago at the

time. ·
2. Drink lots of coffee, or if that doesn't work, sweet Kentucky bourbon.
1. Dig up Cardozo, gerhim in a new suit, and have him t
the exam for you.

\-------ID--~p~al:m~ of his
ing as som real
sensible adviiCcenroomm1ift-----------------------~-~
a real sensible guy
who passed.
Thus, here are
the three most
importfil!t thingsyou
should do during that long and cruel Summer:
thanks to running every day during the bar, I'm a trim
160. So run. It's relaxing and rejuvenates the brain. And
#1. Don't have sex.
you can make a game out of the sport. Try elbowing
I didn't have sex while I studied for the exam. In
someone as they walk past you, or, if you jog around
fact, I didn't have sex before I started studying for the
Washington Square Park, try detecting the flavorful and
exam, or after, but never mind about that. Instead of sex,
illegal aromas that abound.
try something a little less stimulating but just as enjoyable. Do the New York Times Crossword puzzle, or take
Okay, you've listened to my advice. You refrained
a brisk walk. I did those things, and I passed with flying
from sex, watched Mama and ran. You also studied, and
colors. And I didn't need sex. So I'll live at home till I'm you believe in your heart that you possibly can't study
65, hey, I passed the New York Bar exam and that's all
anymore without climbing atop the Chrysler building
that matters.
with a scope fitted AK47. Good. You're ready for the
exam. Now the fun really begins. For taking the bar itself
#2. Watch "Mama's Family".
is unlike anything you've done before. Going into the
Let's face it, studying all day sucks. So I would
Jacob Javitz center is like walking through a Kubrick
break it up by watching Mama's Family. It would be a
film or a page from Orwell's 1984. Picture thousands of
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Lipschitz. You're better than Saul and his annoying guitar
playing. You can succeed and you will.
'
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Incidentally, if during the lunch break at the exam,
some guy comes up to you and says "Hey, it's easier than
I thought man!" beat him and his family senseless.
Now if you follow my advice, take a good prep
course, study every single day for four months and ace
the test, you'll pass the exam. I did and I'm for the better.
In fact, since passing the bar, I've had the wonderful
opportunity to move back home with my parents. And I
even asked my brother for some money. See, there's
always a little good out of something miserable.
Best of luck to all of you.
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Tips for Bar-takers
By Bonnie Erdheim, Esq.
I have been asked to write an article about what it
was like to take the bar examination. The best advice I
can give you is that you DO NOT WANT TO FAIL THIS
EXAM! As I look back on it I can say one thing: I am
glad that it is over!
Although I just admitted taking the bar exam is
quite possibly the worse experience you'll ever have in
life - I lied. Having the test-makers Jose your results
and having to watch all your friends celebrate while they
quietly pat you on the back and offer you words of
assurances, is the worse possible experience. But that's
just my luck. I'm sure this won' t happen to any of you.
Don't magnify my experience and assume the testmakers are as unorganized as your bedroom closet
because I'm sure my experience was the exception and
not the norm. Yeah, right. Enough venting - onto more
serious stuff.
When studying for the bar everyone is willing to
offer you advice and you might become confused over
what people have to say, but I am here to tell you that you
should do what you think is best for you (and of course
choose my advice over everyone else's). By now you
have hopefully survived no more than three or four years
of Jaw school and you are the person that knows what is
best for you. Do not now change your study habits now
for it will only throw you off track.
When I started Jaw school the bar examination
seemed so many years down the road, but as it got closer
I kept saying to myself, "If I knew then what I know now
would I still have gone to Jaw school?" The answer to
that question depends on whether I was waiting for my
bar results or after I passed the bar.
When studying for the bar you should think of it as
only having to do it once and put everything you can into
it. If you give it your best shot you will not feel guilty

about the bar after you have taken it (of
course you also won't have any excuse
if you fail). Plus you do not want to
have to take it again, which, if you
haven't figured it out yet, is the theme
of this article. Annoyingly enough,
some people need less time to understand the information. I am particularly
sarcastic on this subject because I am
not one of those people. Yes, I did get
jealous of those people who did not
have to study as hard as I did, but I knew
what was best for me and in the end the
hard work paid off. Now, I can make up
for lost time.

A.
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When studying, there are so many things you can
course for free. Also research the course that will best
do to help prepare yourself. My best advice is that you
meet your needs. After all, the main point to remember
know what areas you are good at. For me, I needed to
is that you, altogether now: do not want to take this test
concentrate more in the essay category then the
. again.
Multistate, so taking an additional Multistate course was
not for me. I did take a bar review course and through
Finally, you should be aware that a thin envelope
that course they were able to give me the support that
means
you passed and a thick one means you failed. And
was necessary to pass the bar examination. About a
if
you
have
confidence in the people who decide whether
month and a half to a month before the bar you will know
you pass or fail, do not. It was these people who lost my
if you need to concentrate in one area over another. Go
test results. Everyone found out on Monday whether
to your bar review course for help. They will guide you
they passed the bar. For me it was three more grueling
in the right direction. After all it is their reputation on
days. You can only imagine what I wanted to do to those
the line.
people who walked around asking, "Are you happy?"
which
was some kind of code phrase for "Did you pass?"
For all of you first year students it is not too early
to sign up for a bar review course. With bar review
courses being so expensive you- will be able to lock in
the price of the course at your fust year rate. If you
decide not to take that course in the end, often another
bar review course will be willing to switch you for the
price you originally signed up for. If you're really on the
ball, you can work for a bar course, which does not take
too much of your time. This will enable you to get the

One final word of advice I know everyone wants to
know if their friends passed or not, but in case you
haven't figured it out yet, the bar is a very stressful
experience. Do not call your friends and leave a message
that you passed. I understand that you want to go out and
drink a lot of beer, but think about how the other person
might feel if they did not pass. Good Luck!'

1995 Graduates who Passed the Bar
Leslie Ellen Abella
Martin M. Adler
Kabir Ahmad
Marc S. Albert
Michael V. Altholz
Charlotte G. Anderson-Bedford
Elaine N. Avery
Rhonda L. Bassat
JoEllen Markell Becker
John Bruce Belmonte
William Edward Bemarduci
Joseph John Bertini
Robert J. Biener
Samantha Michele Biletsky
John Kenneth Birnbaum
Shannon Renee Bishoff
Natalie Audrey Bloom
Mary Jo Brady
Andrew F. Braver
Cynthia L. Brown
Frank Bruno, Jr.
Gail Corlis Bubsey
Thomas E. Buckley
Jacqueline M. Bums
Thomas Anthoney Callahan
Joseph Campisi
Yvette Yi-Pei Chang
Eric S. Chess
Stephen D. Chiaino
Monica L. Chin
Dario Anthony Chinigo
Michelle Lisa Claudio
Harold Jay Cohen
Brian Keith Condon

Robert Franklin Coyne
Richard J. D' Amico
Michele C. D' Avolio
Kimberly Marie Danckwerth
Scott Ian Davidson
Maria Virginia Decena
John Joseph Deegan
Millie-MArie Dell
Joseph D. Del Re
Alicia Rae DiBacco ·
Evalyn Paula Douchy
Alison Doviak
Rani Elizabeth Basra Doyle
Aaron Asher Doynow
Carlie Cannon Draper
Lawrence Anthony Dunn, Jr.
Dayna Lynn Elkin
Bonnie S. Erdheim
William W. Fahey
Gabriel Falcon
Salvatore Anthony Falletta
Elaine Patricia Fields
Matthew Rudolph Fleming
Carmen Gloria de Zengotita Follis
Jennifer Caryn Foster
Mary Kathleen Elizabeth Foynes
Jill Michelle Fradin
Evan Lyle Freifeld
Lori D. Fritsch
Sonja Diane Fritts
Merril Anne Fruchter
Mari J. Galvin
James Gelman
Patrick Denis Geraghty

Thomas Christopher Gerecs

Stephanie Carol Gevirtz
John Giannotti, Jr.
Robert B. Gibson
Robin S. Gladstein
Sandra Antonacci Gogerty
Melanie Dawn Goldberg
Michelle Jean Goldman
Amy P. Goldstein
Scott H. Goldstein
Ronnie Gonzalez
Mark M. Greany
Jannifer A. Green
Ronald John Gregorio
Daniel Patrick Gregory
Jonathan Mark Grosser
Scott E. Grurnmon
Jennifer D. Herrera
Laura Denise Hochman
Peter Alexander Holiat
TonyC.Hom
Michael Robert Horowitz
John Vmcent lacona
James Ernest Iniguez
Mary Christina Isaacson
Carol Jaramillo
Tracey Lyn Jarzombek
Derek Scott Jessen
Joel M. Kahn ·
Jeremy R. Kalina
Tyler Jay Kandel
Jeffrey C. Kanige
David A. Kates
Elif Keles
0
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James Edward Kenny
Jeffrey A. Kimmel
Jennifer Faye Klien
Anderson Stewart K.ressy
Elizabeth Lidia K.rzysik
Noelle Marion Kurtin
Steven Paul Lapsker
Richard H. Lee
Scott Evan Leemon
Allen Morris Lehmann
Catherine Ann Lenti
Jessica Maeve Lermond
Heidi M. Lerner
Jonathan E. Levitt
Andrew David Levy
Dannielle Heather Levy
Jennifer C. Lewis
Marc M. Lewis
Lori Ann Lifson
Susan A. Littell
Shannon Mary Lough
James William Lundy, Jr.
Mary Ellen Lynch
John Andrew MacLachlan
Steve Joseph Maffei
Holly Waterbury Manley
Dori Wesley Markoff
Gregory G. Marotta
John Luca Mascialino
Christopher P. McCabe

Continued on page 27
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Waiting, Whining, and Word Counts:
Letting off Steam
By David Dros.sman
GRADE POSTING NIGHTMARE
Changes are sorely needed at New York Law
school. The bureaucratic mess that is involved with
recording and posting of grades is ridiculous. Professors
may struggle to turn in their grades on time, but once in
the registrar's office it could be as long as a month for
the grades to be put into the computers and posted.
Somewhere along the way things are getting
confused and delayed. Although the deadline for the
professors to turn in grades was January 12, many
courses still were not posted over a week later. Do we
not pay enough tuition to fully staff the registrar's
office? Are the grades being intercepted somewhere
along the way by disgruntled students who do not want
anyone to know their grades? Perhaps there are professors turning in the grades late, but at that point the
school should make processing and posting those grades
a top priority.
It may have been a few years since many of our
school's overworked and underpaid employees went to
school, but anyone who has been through college and
especially law school, knows how important grades are
in determining the future. Even if the grades are not as
important as we make them out to be, in our convoluted
heads they mean everything. It is that much more
difficult to concentrate on our current courses when
over a week into the following 5emester the grades from
the prior one are still a mystery.
I am not blaming the entire school bureaucracy and
every office for the mess that has developed from this
unreasonable delay, but someone out there is either
sleeping on the job or having a good laugh at our expense
(that's about 25 G's). So lets get on the ball and next
time try to process grades more efficiently.

WHERE CAN I FIND A COMPUTER THAT
WORKS?
Moving on, the computer facilities at this school
are. pathetic. Compared to other schools we are still
typing on a Royal 55 lb. ribbon typewriter. We are just
getting E-mail now?!! The year is 1996 and our school
has finally decided to join the computer age. What has
our school been sticking its head up the last ten years?
And vast improvements in computer facilities and
maintenance are needed. The computer rooms below the
student center are in a shambles. Printers rarely work,
especially during finals time. There is no paper in most,
and there is none available in the room to replace it. The
computers themselves are dirty and placed too close
together. There is no air circulation, so during crowded
times it smells worse than a steamy August night in
Seacaucus. The cramped computei: facilities in the
library are overcrowded, unsupervised, and they are
working less of the time than the student center clusters.

REEVALUATE LEGAL WRITING POLICIES
Finally, the writing program's policy regarding the
word count is asinine. Dropping grades on 1,500-word
papers that are only over by a few words is a concept
inherently stupid. Is it fair to have a grade lowered on a
good paper because it is four or five words over? When
dealing with 1,500 words, 20 words is less than one
percent of the total paper, but it determines the grade
simply because of an arbitrary number. Last semester we
were told "ff you have WordPerfect 'Spell Check' it will
count the words for you." However, someone must have
figured out that different computer programs ·c ount
words differently, creating conflicts in numbers because
this semester we are being told, "You cannot rely on any
word processing program to count words."

So we are now expected to sit around and count a
2,500 word paper by hand. Then the writing program
staff wastes countless hours blinding themselves
checking the word count on every paper. This is our
tuition money being wasted on tasks fit for kindergartners, not professionals. This is the age of technology an era where computers were created so students don't
have to use their fingers to count. Of course, for NYLS
to know this they would have to buy computers that
worked. Forgive me, I digress. My point is that it is
outrageous· and a waste of time to expect students to.
count words by h~d. We are here to acquire a legal
education, not practice our addition.
Perhaps the writing department should take some
time to rethink their policies because the person
responsible for the word count had their head up their
ass when they came up with this idea. A simple page
limit on a font no smaller than a certain number would
be much more efficient and a welcome change.
Many students are getting unhappy with the way the
school is run. For a school trying to build its reputation
in a competitive market, New York Law has shown itself
to be a clone of much larger educational institutions by
ignoring student needs and treating us like numbers.
Of course, there are obviously a lot of positive
things to talk about also. The elevator that doubles as an
amusement park ride, the artwork in the student center,
our sports programs, and the New York Law coffee mugs
in the bookstore are things on which we can commend
the powers that be.

I am aware that this article is full of whining and
negativity. However, complaining about things is the only
way to get things done, and it always makes for a much
more interesting article. After all, it is my specialty.

Change the Grade-Posting System
By Noel Rosengrat
"Post them and they will come." This is the
harrowing voice that begins pulsating and throbbing in .
the craniums of most lL's roughly two weeks after
finishing finals. It rudely interrupts our cycle of sleeping
as intensely as Rip Van Winkle and drinking as heavily as
Ted Kennedy. And it grows in intensity and frequency. As
much as we try to ignore this calling, we cannot. It is as
pronounced as Dolly Parton's chest We learn that we
can run, but cannot hide from this voice. Through this we
come to understand that we are forced, compelled you
could say, to brave the arctic temperatures, the twenty
foot snowdrifts, and the impassable roads to trudge down
to school just to see if grades are posted.Error!
Bookmark not defined.
To many lL's, the concept of posting grades is
novel. We are virgins to this cretinous practice. In high
school and college, most of us received our grades in
the mail. Thus, if we did poorly, our central nervous
system collapsed within the gentle confines of our
nurturing abode and was followed by the offering of such
kind words of encouragement from mom and pop as,
"you'll do much better next time." If we were really
lucky, Spot would cock his head _and offer us his paw,
indicating that he felt similarly when he was neutered.
Not here. Rather, we must pay money and then
spend longs hours traveling to school in an overcrowded,
fowl smelling subway just to learn our fate. We do this
to learn if we will become high powered attorneys or be
forced to sing the NYLS alma mater, if there is one, on

the 1 & 9 just to make ends meet. Suffice it to say, the
experience is like being led to the electric chair in
shackles and knowing the governor isn' t issuing any
pardons. Sidetracking for just a moment, I do not think
it's mere serendipity that grades are posted so closely to
the Mens and the Women's bathroom. Thanks to NYLS,
one need not travel far on foot 'at all to find a quite,
private place to wretch in peace after seeing ones grades.
Truthfully speaking, those checking grades before
they are officially due are few in number. Yet, those who
come are dedicated and stalwart in their pursuit. They
come whether rain, sleet or snow. Without fail, however,
the tangible air of hope and optimism soon wafts into a
pungent smell of disgust as we learned how few grades
were posted. "I skipped Charles Perez reruns for this?"
one IL blurted out. Well, we thought, at least lawyering
grades will be up since we turned those exams in at the
end of October. Wrong again. Around January 12, more
than a few lL's were heard murmuring to themselves that
we'll see the next passing of Haley's Comet before our
lawyering grades.
Through 20/20 hindsight, I now know that the few
early postings were only a dress rehearsal for 'The
Show" - the Tuesday when all grades were finally
posted. That Tuesday, that "Black Tuesday" the crowd
gathered well before the official 4 p.m. posting. In fact,
I believe there was an APB issued for the "4 p.m. post-it
guy." The gathering was as enormous as a Howard Stem
book singing, minus the strippers and lesbians. The place
· ·FEBRUARY 1996

was filled with people looking as guilty as OJ, a formidable fait d' accompli. Candlelight vigils were not
uncommon. Students were huddled together, pensive,
like they were sitting Shiva.
"Look out!" The grades are posted and the push
begins. People herd in like cattle to learn their respective fates. A few high fives among those who did well, a
few high fives with fingertips among those who did
better, and a few words of consolation for those who got
the "smack down." Soon the crowd abates and the
posting area resembles its normal posture as an abandoned and seldom traveled route. It is as desolate as the
grounds of the 1965 World Fair in Queens and as still as
Madison Avenue the day after the 1945 V-Jay celebration.
I, myself, am too private of a person to share my
grades, but I am thinking of changing my middle name to
mediocrity. In fact, if someone sP'lit the Bell Curve in
half, I'd probably have to live the rest of my life as an
amputee. Some of the grades I was pleased with, others,
well let's just say they were expected. One I looked at
and thought, "It is an illusion." Upon further review, I
learned that it was no mirage. I immediately began
hemorrhaging, but fortunately that didn't last to long.
What persis·ts to this day is another echo in my head; one
much more haunting, emanating from the bowels of my
eardrums. It is the voice of Colonel Kurtz and it mockingly whispers, 'The Horror!, The Horror!"
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Writing Continued from page 2
this information.
The reason none of this is a secret is because many
of these students will talk about the outside help they
received with other students in the hallway before their
classes. But usually, these students are not turned in.
Students had different reasons for their silence. Some
said that they frankly did not feel it was any of their
business, genuinely believing that the cheaters would not
be rewarded grade-wise for their dishonesty. One 3L
mentioned the widespread dishonesty occurring during
his first year-everything from deliberate thefts of
classmates' outlines and computer discs to sabotage of
other students' good relationships with professors- and
emphasized that some of these students made law review
as a result of their first year grades.

i,;_, .._
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Students interviewed say they have learned a lot
from first year legal writing but would not characterize
the bulk of their \earning to be about writing. One 3L did
not tell about her classmates' dishonesty because she
thought she was in law school to learn to write and did
not want to get distracted by being involved in a scandal.
In retrospect, she said that she should have cheated
because the students in her section who got outside help
got the top grades in the class. "My grades would have

The "healthy" competition for grades so encouraged in the first year helps to push some intelligent
people used to excelling academically to desperate
measures. While most students seem to abide by the
rules, the number who cheat is significant for any law
school. In tenns of. the effect ·these actions will have on
our soon-to-be alma mater, one alumnus stated that "the
last thing we need is a bunch of dishonest, lazy attorneys
giving New York Law School a bad name."

BECAUSE
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Let dte POWER OF EXPERIENCE work for you

A 2L and 3L said that they had heard about the
school's lack of response to allegations of professor
misconduct in the past and believed that complaints
about classmates would be disregarded. According to
several students, a legal writing professor is alleged to
have verbally abused and outright discriminated against
African American students and students known to be gay
men or lesbians for the past four-to-five-years, with
complaints looked into and dismissed each year by the
NYLS administration.

\
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EXPERIENCE
COUNTS
....

While students were certam that
this problem was by no means unique to
NYLS, it is clear that something is wrong
with a first year legal education program that nourishes ·
this desperate desire to excel at any cost. It is also clear
that the belief that all law students are motivated by the
urge to follow and respect the basic rules of ethics is
probably a modem myth. Finally, this tendency which
leads some students to cheat is somehow integrally
linked to some types of people who are attracted to the
legal profession--or perhaps encouraged by the profession itself.

\
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been better if l cheated- it's not like I
learned how to write properly by not
cheating," she said.
Another student said that although
he went the honest route, "everyone"
cheated during first year legal writing and
that "it just seemed to be the way to
succeed." For one 3L she "decided not to
tum them in because I realized that in the
real world this was how it was done-you
got someone to do your work and you put
your name on it- it's part of being a team
player."
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Race and Racism: We still have miles to go ...
By Chris Waldron
Over the past several months there have been many
instances that have divided this country along racial
lines. The most notable so far has been the decision in
the O.J. Simpson trial. Many of the feelings surrounding
that verdict fell along racial lines. The rumbles from the
verdict even had an affect at New York Law School. In
December 1995 two individuals received offensive
letters attacking them for what they wrote in Letters to
the Editor in this newspaper.
The letters to the two individuals were seen by
many as offensive and ignorant. The entire situation
culminated in a Day of Outrage held at New York Law
School where students wore all black or pinned black
ribbons to their clothing. However this situation begs the
question of how far has this country come in the past
thirty years since the Civil Rights movement. While I'll
admit many things have changed since the 1960's, there
are many things that are still the same. Some of the
attitutdes that were prevalent in society during the
1960's are sometimes still held by people. Thirty years
is not a very long time in the history of a country and
attitudes don't just change overnight. Otherwise incidents like the anonymous letters received by two
students would not happen in this society. This is the
same country where it took over 100 years from the

time slaves were set free before they could enjoy the
basic freedoms that are enjoyed by white people
everyday.

you Jew bastard." Later during the game several players
on the Long Beach State team were harassed by students
who directed racial slurs to several players late in the
game. Greenburg himself recalls hearing someone call
out, ''Why not play the white boys? Take one of the "N's"
out!"

Today a CBS executive is under investigation for
allegedly making racists remarks at a meeting. John
Pike, the senior vice president of late-night and nonnetwork programming for CBS, was quoted as saying
that African-Americans were an important segment of
viewers to attract because they had no jobs and could
stay up to watch late-night television. He allegedly went
on to note that while African American viewers could
not follow hour-long dramas they enjoyed comedy
sketches. And more African Americans watch network
televisionbecause, unlike cable, it's free implying that
African Americans cn't afford cable. (Lawrie Mifflin,
New York Times, January 17, 1996, Section C, Page 15,
Column 5.).

After the game, an upset Greenberg said there are
more important things in life than basketball, adding that
his players shouldn't have to be subjected to this
treatment. He called the incident a sad commentary on
life and on New Mexico State University. The Big West
Conference, of which both schools are members,
confirmed reports that New Mexico state could not
determine the origins of the anti-Semetic epithet or
racial slurs. The commissioner of the Big West Conference, Dennis Farrell, criticized Greenburg for his
outbursts directed at New Mexico State and its fans.

On January 22, 1996 at the Pan American Center
in Las Cruces, New Mexico before a basketball game
between the University of New Mexico State and Long
Beach State a racial epithet was written across a grease
board in the visitor's locker room. The message was
directed at the Long Beach State head coach, Seth
Greenburg, and read "Seth, get ready for an ass- kicking,

As long as incidents like the beating of black
motorist Rodney King by white officers continues. As
long as people burn down churches and synagogues. As
long as there is a basic lack of respect for people's
culture and history, then this country will never reach its
full potential. Even though we have come a long way in
the past 30 years, we still have miles to go.

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
The anonymous communication placed in the
mail folders of two African American students certainly
merited a "Day of Outrage" on December 4, 1995. It
also merited a full investigation to find out who could
use law school premises to commit such an egregious
act of what I would designate as "racial assault." Last
semester I attended the course "Blacks and American
Law." My paper was devoted to the subject of reparations for African Americans. I wrote my paper from a
dual Perspective: that of a Jewish woman who experienced contemporary German anti-Semitism, and that of
a member of the white American community which has
heinously mistreated African Americans for over 300
years. The anonymous letter serves as yet another
example of this still-unexpiated mistreatment.
Having been a part-time therapist for many
years, I have learned that people often hate the people
towards whom they should, (and often really do) feel
guilt and shame. Moreover, in the 1960's young Germans told II!e that the Holocaust made them hate Jews
because guilt creates hatred. It appears that the writer is
in a state of denial. It is so much easier to spew hatred at
the two African American students than to acknowledge
that they both have valid arguments, and that we whites
have a burden of guilt- whether we choose to admit it or
not. The writer of the anonymous letter protests
vehemently that he/she shQuld not be held responsible
for the actions of his/her "great-great-great greatgrandfather if he happened to own slaves." Young
Germans, whether they like it or not, have paid reparations to Jews for deeds of their great-great-grandparents.
The wrongs done by the 17th century white slaveowners
created an unjust enrichment for their heirs even
centuries later. The same wrongs created a detriment to
the heirs of slaves. 1 The angry writer needs also to
address his/her paucity of proper vocabulary. "Bullshit,"
"shit," and "D}oron" are very deficient modes of expression for someone who hopes to enter a profession
requiring an ability to analyze and think logically.
Before closing this letter, I would like to
acknowledge the African American students at NYLS for
being stimulating and delightful colleagues. Going to
Law School with African Americans, and becoming

.

friendly with them has enriched my life. When they
share their views in classes, it is a learning experience
for the white majority. Considering the heritage of
slavery and the burden of ongoing discrimination they
must surmount, I feel that our African American colleagues meet their challenge with no less than "amazing
grace." I am appalled that the African American community in NYLS had to be subjected to such a vicious letter
from a very disturbed individual. It is to be hoped that
many white students will come forward to express
disapproval of that letter.
Dr. Irma Jacqueline Ozer

S« Robert S. Browne, The Economic Basis for
Reparations to Black America, 2 Rev. Black Pol.
Econ., 67- 72-73 (1972).
1

Dear Editor:
The editorial by Dave Drossman in the December
1995 issue of the Reporter, Subway Rider's [sic]
Shouldn't Complain About A Quarter, clearly shows
that Mr. Drossman misunderstands the issue currently
before the court, perpetuates myths concerning transportation policy, and incorporates irrelevant propositions into his argument.
The subway system is not the bargain that Mr.
Drossman makes it out to be. Although one is able to
make relatively long trips for the price of a single token,
MTA New York City Transit (''NYCT') reports statistics
that show the average trip length on their buses and
subways is only 3.7 miles. 1 With a $1.50 fare, this works
out to be approximately 40.5¢ per mile traveled. For
comparison, the American Automobile Association
estimates that the marginal operating costs (i.e., gasoline, oil, and tire costs) of an automobile to be approximately 5.7¢ per mile traveled. 2 For comparable distances (and where parking is not a significant expense),
the automobile has substantially lower marginal costs
over public transit.

In the suburbs, public transit is less expensive. The
average trip length on the commuter railroads is 22.0
miles. 3 The monthly fare for a trip of this length is $154
on MTA Long Island Rail Road ("Long Island"), and
FEBRUARY-1996

$141 on MTA Metro-North Railroad ("Metro-North").
This works out to be approximately 14.6-15.9¢ per mile
traveled.4 Thus, even though the commuter railroads
provide suburbanites with a higher class transportation
system,5 it is the City resident that pays nearly three
times as much for transportation.
Contrary to Mr. Drossman's assertion, most of the
operating costs of the buses and subways in New York
City are being paid by passengers under the new $1.50
fare policy. On the other hand, most of the operating
costs of the commuter railroads serving the suburbs are
funded through taxpayer subsidies, some of which are
paid disproportionately by New York City residents.6
The percentage of operating costs which are paid for by
passengers is known as the "Farebox Recovery Ratio."
For 1996, the Metropolitan Transportation Authority
("MTA'') forecasts a farebox recovery ratio for the
NYCT buses and subways of 60.5%.7 Metro-North is
forecasted to have a farebox recovery ratio of 49.6%,8
while Long Island is forecasted to have a farebox
recovery ratio of only 40.8%.9
The recent increases in fares are indeed unfairly
biased against City residents. The disparity in the
farebox recovery ratio was exacerbated by the fare
increase. Prior to the fare change, the ratio for NYCT
had been 48.3%, while the percentages for Metro-North
and Long Island were 47.4% and 38.2%, respectively.10
Thus, the percentage increase in ·forecasted farebox
recovery is 25.3% for NYCT, 4.6% for Metro-North,
and 6.8% for Long Island. Even in terms of total dollars
paid, suburbanites have rt:ceivecJ...a better deal. Daily bus
and subway riders are paying an extra $11 per month. 11
The suburban railroad fare increased by $12-13 per
month, 12 even though the average trip on the suburban
railroads is nearly six times the length of the average bus
or subway trip, and better passenger service is provided.·
Although Mr. Drossman states that fares on the
commuter railroads rise every year, and remain rela-

Continued on page 24
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There is Life after Finals

Q.

By Cardozo & Hughes
What we learned during the first semester can be
summed up probably, maybe, it depends, to prevent
injustice, efficiency, economy, in order to prevent a
flood of foreseeable litigation, and above all, spare us
the due process of the horrible unpredictability of ever
having to face real persons called jurors.·..
Don't you think taking final exams was a little like
going down in a plane crash? Weren't you nervous when
you studied and thought about the exams, but then when
you actually got over the initial shock of seeing the hypo
for the first time, didn't you sort of feel, what the hell, if
I'm gonna live, I'm gonna live, and if I'm gonna die, I'm
gonna die ...
Most of IL fel~ that taking the Civil Procedure
final was a lot like being at Little Big Hom or Pearl
Harbor...
Contrary to our naive understanding, we learned
that the grading curve, not the Constitution, trumps all...
The pressure of exams in the context of an
unbelievably tight job market - circumstances not
faced by our faculty IO and 20 and 30 years ago demonstrated that danger invites clarity. As Czech
playwright and President Vasclav Havel said, "I never
wrote as well as when I thought I bad three days to live."
Nevel1beless, we must chastise our faculty for
playing down the importance of using study guides. The
various study guides and extra lectures saved our lives
during finals. The equivocation, by almost all professors
at the beginning of all our courses, that study guides are
useful as a supplement is peppercorn, a sham, and such
a disclaimer doesn't get our esteemed mentors off the
hook. Should not we be at least compensated for some
of our pain and suffering and mental stress, say 40% of
our semester tuition bill? ...
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into a Torts brief it was exactly 1500
words."

BECAUSE

President Carter: "I thought about
exceeding the word count a lot, but I
never did it because I was so dull to
begin with." President Reagan: "NYLS
should do what I always did with
embarrassing issues: appoint a commission with Henry Kissinger as_director to
look into it. That will get word counts
off the front pages and Kissinger has
Let the POWER OF EXPERIENCE work for y ou
great credibility even when he doesn't
.know anything about an issue." President Bush: "Read my lips: I have never
exceeded a word count, period." President Clinton: "Let of woe. "I can't believe the grades I got first semester.
me tell you something about my word counts first and
This entire faculty must be blind. The food in the
then I'll take seven or eight hours to break down its
cafeteria sucks and most of the cases we read are really
history, starting in Mesopotamia and ending with my
boring. My real girlfriend goes to school in California,
favorite language expert, William Satire...
so I got another one here. She's so conservative that she
thinks Clarence Thomas is a good Supreme Court
It must be early in the semester because we don't
Justice. I suppose it's good to have somebody on the
yet have permanent jet lag...
court who knows the difference between Senator Robert
Byrd and Robin Byrd, but do we need a clone of Scalia?
Speaking of jets, what should we remember about
I hate snow and it feels like 40 below zero in room
Klein v. Pepsico, 845 F. 2d 76 (1988), except that the
A400. I'm thinking of transferring to UCLA,
San Diego Chargers were not awarded specific perforPepperdine, Florida State, NYU, Fordham, Syracuse,
mance when they lost the Super Bowl after Eugene Klein Arizona State, Rutgers, Hawaii, Miami, Tulane, Virginia,
sold the team? ...
North Carolina, Georgia, and Southern Cal." What advice
should you give the student? What would his responses
How about Annette Gordon-Reed and Carlin
be? How should the Dean decide? ...
Meyer instead of Bill Clinton and Bob Dole? Fantastic
you say. Exactly 80 years ago, two former NYLS
Did you know that one of the greatest American
professors, Woodrow Wilson and Charles Evans Hughes, poets, Wallace Stevens, attended NYLS?...
fought it out for the presidency, Wilson winning a close
election with 277 electoral votes to 254 for Hughes.
The new semester got off to an arousing start as
Hughes later served as chief justice ~f the U.S. Supreme
we read the case of Locke v, State in criminal law.
Court from 1930-1941...
Locke, it seems, was working on improving his Latin in
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the same manner as John Malkovich sought to instruct
You've just been hired as an ass_istant professor at a Uma Thurmen in the movie "Dangerous Liaisons" ...
There were moments when we understood the
rnidsized law school and a student comes into your
frustration of a law student like Raskalinokov who went
office with the following story. "It started on the first
The Cardozo and Hughes valentine for 1996 goes
after the old lady with an axe in Crime and Punishment...
day. The school had no record that I was registered or
to....Professor Nadine Strossen. We l ove ya Professor
accepted or even applied. So I had to retake the LSAT,
Strossen because we don't know how we could ever have
Sometimes we wondered where was the guy who
apply, get accepted, and get registered all on the first
enough material for this column without you. So eat
took the law exam for Ted Kennedy at the University of
day, which meant I didn't get an ID for a week, fell
your hearts out, Oliver North and Tom Snyder...
Virginia._
behind on my reading assignments and didn't find my
way to Stan's until Thanksgiving. Then I met my roomJustice Benjamin Cardozo died on July 9, 1938.
In looking at our first semester grades, we realize
mate, who has orange hair, which I hate, and she is an
He was 68 years old.
that during some exams we were experiencing a lucid
animal rights activist and I hate animal rights activists.
interval, while during other exams we did not know the
Then I somehow acquired this really awful boyfriend
extent to which the issue and rule applied ...
who doesn't attend an Ivy League law school and who is
against the death penalty, which is stupid because if we
Under 12 (b) (6) of the Rules of Civil Procedure,
used the death penalty more often there wouldn't be any
should difficult exams be dismissed for failure to state a
meat shortages. And the guys in my class don't give me
claim upon
which relief can be granted?...
· the attentjon I require because of the boyfriend, which is
.
unfair. And all my
While some legal writing sections are tackling
professors don't apprecinewsy topics like AIDS and corporate liability, we hear
ate how smart I am. And I
that one section has been synthesizing the landmark case can never remember to
Superb Drinks
Connick v. Myers, 103 S . Ct. 1684 (1983). The case, in
bring my ID to school
Stylish Drinks
which NYLS Professor Nadine Strossen filed a brief of
anyway. All my profesDaily Specials
arnici curiae, involved Harry Connick firing an assistant
sors talk too fast and my
Excellent
Food
district attorney (ADA). We assume the ADA could not
locker isn' t big enough
sing ...
for my mink coat." What
Private Catering
advice would you give the
R.S. V.P. Preffered
At the end of the fall semester the Legal Writing
student? What would be
program was rocked by a scandal. A number of students
the student's arguments?
had vastly underestimated, by as many as 200 words, the
How should the Dean
word count on their papers. We recently asked several
decide? ...
former presidents if they had ever exceeded the word
Happy Hour Mon. - Fri. 5pm - !pm
count. President Ford: "When I was a IL at Yale I had to
But you' re not off
rewrite a long Torts brief because I liad actually written a
20% Discqunt.on Food Items with-N.Y.LS. LD.!
the hook beca~ later
long Contracts brief instead and then the night before the that same day another
95 Duane Strut (Off B 'way)
KiJcboi Open Until 8:00 pm Mon. - Fri.
paper was due I realized my mistake. I was 1-000 words
student comes into your
Dart Board
.
New York, NY 10007
over the limit on the Contracts brief, but when I nimed it office with a similar tale
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The Burr project ls the second of a series of mock trials "inspired by historical
tliat did nPt happen l>ut could hAVe tiappened - historitial llnd legal what-ifs,"
Qob WMd e~plitl11&. For exAmPl!l, th@ 1995 !till! of John Wilkes Booth assumed tllat
Bootti wits not 11IiUn by Union 11oldlerli bµt it1litea<t w11s gravely wounded and c11ptured
llllvQ Beoaus!l the Supr!lme Cpurt deci<t d th!l 1866 citse of~ pane MilllgtJn in the
interim, Bopth WQU}d be tned by !\ civilhUl court rath!lr thlln by ll mHitary Uibunal, as

his cp-cqn§plrinors had l>eeo. A~ tlui time, the }lOQth trill! receive{! coverng~ in tile
N<Jtitm~l 14w Joµmql imd Civil War 'lfm~s.
ln th~ cas!l of Aaron Burr, ~nm<l jµJiii& in New Jersey <wll!lre the d1.1el took pl11ce)
imd N!lw York (Wh!lre the ne~tltatien~ fQI th@ duel t~qk ploce and where Hamilton
diecl) both in<lieted Durr fpr- m11rder. !;mt ho )lg{! 11lre11dy !!}ft th~ Nortlle11st, §p@mUng thi;
rest of 1804 and early 1803 in WashJnstan, D,C.. im<J the re§t of 1805 im!i ihe years
followin11 in the western stat~s. Th~
proj~l:lt 11m1mes in§te!ld thAt he retumed tl}
N~w York: City in March of 1~05, followin~ the end of bis tenn as Vic!l Pr!ls\de11t, to
defend himself again§t tile ollaraes of murder lltlc! vindii<llte hi~ co11dup~.

.awr

The Burr project is l:>as!ld on "Duelin~ as Politics: &einterpretin~ the aurrHamilton Duel," by Joanne B. Freeman, a doQtoral CWldiQatti in American History ai
the University of Yirginh1, to appear in the April 1996 Willitlm and Mary Quanerly.
As Prof. Bernstein notes, "The B11rr project blends cutting-eqge mstorlcaJ sc/lolarsllip
with the most challenging and exciting fonn pf legal education - the mock trial,"

iJlcident~

Letters, Continued f o
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tively iable on the buses and s bway , the oppo ice 1s
true. Op 12 November 1995, fares rose on both the
cpmmuter r;Ulroitds and the buses and subways. The fare
chan11e prior to that occurred on 1 Janµary 1992. That
fare increas!l affected only buses and subways; the fare
increased from $1,15 tp $1.25, 11n increase of 8.7%.
Comnwter raUrPl\ll fare11 remained unPh1U1geg The last
tlm11 CPmIDllter raHroll<l far!ls were ineniosed was
Jlln\lllfY 1, }99()-gver five yellf itgQ, 'fhµii, in a period
pf nelll'ly ~ix years, bus 11n<! subway fare~ hAve lncr!lased
totlll pf 30.4%, while in me s11me peiril>Q of time,
OQJllm\lter rllilro~ fores h1we Increased I\ to~! of
opprnxlm11tQly 9%

Mr. Prn~s~'8 llfgumeot$ Qoneemins cgIDJllpter
8t8 in N wJ r ey llf lm1lcvMt to the lows\lit In New
York c1u10 tho u e ne m1 th dl8tributlun gf

1ub1idl 1 by tho MTA botw n tho City 111d 1uburb1
within New York Sta~. A110 lmlovant m Ill' monti
eonoomtn1 tho eoat of Uvln1 In Now York lty,n
Pin11ly, Mr. Dre 8mm mit1mtc1 tho \mi§ of the
eurr nt l1w1uit ro1m1ln1 th fllfo lncre wo, and In or
etly conol\ld 1 thl\t ther 11 no ~ um! tlon to it Tho
IAw uit nil g I th"'t th MTA and th tllte h11v diatrlbu~d 1ul>11id)' ben fl~ In viQlation of Tiile Vl of the Civil
R1ghtt Aet qf 1P641• by tner A~lng the tmlotmt of
1ub~idy given to tho 1mmmuter rlli\rQad§, wllleh erve
pr ominantly no11 mimirtty p1u1~on er•, At the !l~pense

First-year students are invited to become members of the 12-person trial jury.
Please get in touch with Bob Ward at 431-2393.

of NY CT, which serves predominantly minority passengers. Efforts to accommodate tr!IDS\t passengers ip me
City at rea$Qnable ooM is not relev11nt to Uiis argurnent.
The 1si.ue is ane of fairness and equity; a "reasonable"
fare increasd to mJnorities is nevertheless unfair if nonminorities are given a fare increase that is also "reasonable," but is of only half the magnitude. Mr, Drossman
has provided no analysis or explanation of why this is
fair to minorities.
The deck is clearly sta ked agamst the City
resident, Incorrect perceptigns concenting traJlsportation policy, such as Mr. Drossm11n's editorial, are
commoopl11ce. Unfommately, many policy-making
entities are dol imateg PY ~uburbim interests, u and so it
is not unexpected that poliQy decisions in ttie futµre will
conpnue to favor supµrban in~r!lsts at tlie !lipense of
the City View~ IJUeh ll$ Uio§e (lxpre~se<t by Mr,
.
· Oro$§m!lll -gtlnerally II(! epied by §pbyrpimiws llOQ
wrQng ll§ they ar~ faQWlllly......,,wlll Iilft1l)' ~;g11µm1t1 to qfive
r ~011111 trllllsit pglloy.

' Cat atctl from sratisrics reponed m Federal Transit Admmistration,
f rans1( froftles, ;,~ncies in Urbanized Areas Exceeding 200,000 Population.
For the 1993 National Transit Darabase Section 15 Repon Year.
' This assume an average of 22 days usage per m nth.
' The commuter railroads proviac passengers w11h hig~:·1 •(A.eds,
thickly cushioned scats, overhead luggage racks, signific~tly less crowding
(nearly everyone gets a seat), and the convenience of ticl<et sµbscriptions l>Y
mail.

• f ... lllcrmore, Ille run s mat suppon ubh transit are also unfairly
. 3.Unst City res1denu. "Profits" from dte MTA Bridges and Tunnels are
used to subsidize public transiL Approximately two-thirds of the users of
theses bridges and tunnels are City residents, while one-third ;ire suburbanites.
Yet, the formula used lo distribute excess revenues spli!S the money almost
evenly between the CO[lllllulcr railroads and the buses and subways in the City.
Thus, there is a nel s4bsidy going from the Ci!Y 41e11 of lhe bridges aJ]d tunnels
to the suburban railroads. In addition, recen1 stale legislative action has rectuced
state fundin1110 NYcr, while ifwreasing funding to all other transit systems in
the srate, i~cluding the suburbs.
01~

l New York U(ban League v. Metropolitan Transportation Authority,
1995 WL 656965 (S.O.N.Y. Nov. 8, 1995), at •9.

• Jtl.
PJ!I.
1• l!I·

.

n eaiwaie{! ftt ~s, Pl'r l!ip, ~ Iii!'! ~ ~llY· n !lip~ pef 1J1on!IJ.

Si11 erely,
t..Dwreneo Husheli

"fofll!.

I' flll!ll IM~ ta $1~'1 pq t.o,11~ l&llllll,

il!l4 fiom llH Ill SM! PD M•lm-

1' ,\lllJ(lq~h ltj1 fa'lllY i!f~P~ Ml ~· I R lg A~pi!fale Jt'Spcpse, ii
.
shPIJW l>o !lOIC!I llltl llOl!linJ is ··~." Rm!§ Ill@! m held dpWJI bf IP'!Y~-!lli!!!
rnmt 1111e~ m IPP µ_p l>y l!Je 111ueh l!!i!lg Al!§ p~d by ftl)D·Jt'Pl lt'r11a!ed .

ctinlrl>I p not ttsyb•idiza l'' l>y ~ (lity. SjmillYJy, Ill• "free"
~~ac Jl!l<I iewer •m-ic~· m p~!l !lmJugli !§lie! j~ M ill Ill ll!lil!lb•· \Vflier
11 Pa! '~•" llllcl 11 Ather ll)etemJ, Pf ch~ ll~ on folnia~e.

!ellAlltlj f"DI

',o.meric;in Public T"Tl!J!iil A.ssocjation, 1993 Transit Fact B~

p.

The JJlOll 1nl>s1lllltial WS!S of automobile µsag IUV fµed costa, pti!llaie<I by

per

l,tJteriCllJI Aulomol>ile /.asociation Ill SS.92
day, parking, lll)d lolls. Id,
Since fixed co~ta ;tre pal<I regllJ!!leo pf use, they ~ nQI generally ;id®d \o the
C!lll81ioq Wften comparing public ~sit use ~galnat aulo!llobile us~.

FEJJRVARY· tm

1142 U.S.{::. I 2000{d) ~I ~·

" Olf ll)e 14 v(l\eS casl by the MTi\ board of directors, only four arc
ccotr 11::4 l>y !It• City of fl!ew York. Tl!• MT,\ bo~cl Also pcJ.1 as !he NYC'f
bollilJ gf direcion.

NtW Yt>rk Ltlw Sehoot ltt!pomr2S

p
y eve McNulty 1md Greg Black
St>, sorrtehow you made it tlirtmgh t1fiAls, New
Yeaf's Eve lihd the beghut111g of Spttng settleMh!t, lll1d
yout total llflet-sCht>OI lm expertente ~lllfie to a
gtthdlftg hllll tlrtl:le )'tlU d!stoveted Stm 1s at the beglnhihg
t;f yoUr first year. Feiit H6t fel16w stud@ftt!I, ttlr your
ttlertds hete lit Tilt N.epoHer hive shouldered the bUtdeH
of 111troducirtg you to sdme gtelit 11ew Wlitl!rlilg hllle!i for
your pleasure. We flgund the best Wiiy to do thls WiS to
slrrtply describe a typfoil ttJght tlUt for sotrte edltots Of
The Rtporter So whether you 1te 11 tltst-ye11r sweatlflg
yoUt way thtdUgh Problem 1 re-writes or a third-year
sihgirtg the Bar
Exam Blues, grab
some friends, get
out of the school
artd relax at orte of
these local bars.
Nol that there'
anything wrong with
Stan's, but there's
plenty more out
there.

•

I

It' _ti

.Rlt>eri'UH
Ott F'riiHklln 1 tight irtiund the Ctitfter fftlm Hud~on.
This plate Is a NYLS stllple fie bllr ma ltAtM ls l<lttd
ur 8tniill1 but tfte 1um6spliete Is cozy Md trl@ttdly A gteAt
beer sel~tloll ls 1:011stafilly elumgllig llfid Utt !hutsd~y
liftllmouns 1 Brllirt IM behind the bat Md he'll hook yuu up
with whatevet you rteed. This i§ alstl a very good pl11ee to
fill Uf> on IJr00lc1yn Urown, or the lll§ty Pete1s Wiekt!d
WiHter Brew. Vdted "Bl!st trlbeea 811t11 111 the "lie~t ot
MarthattiUI I995 1 ed!llon of the NY Pres!I It lives up ttl
Its title. A cortstlmt supply ot sal§11 and chlps, ll!I well !is

Ht>gs
the tdtOUsel ur ftee hiird-bol1ed eggs wlll keep you
muhchlng. Yes, eggs. Flrtd that artywht!te else, I defy yt!U.

I

Katie O' Todle's

R•IJttr
llttek tlft Chu~h St., this liOfilfottnble,
Helghbotl:lo<)dy pllltl! rrtllY betmme your tegulllf h11mu.
Belly up t6 the bllt. A good Mer 11eleetltm wtd butgM
fi1enu ptc1vlde the l:leceHliey Antidote to ft sttmt\11 week,
Md the pool table IH b1rnk wlll llelp yuu Wdtk the
totrtputer-seteefi k!fiks dUt t>f your tt@ek. A tew visit!!,
lllld ytlu 1re ii regul1t.
thlZtm1t
Up W11st St011dw11y ll few blt><lkll, ilte
Zone Is Worth the walk.
As ycm walk 1111 put t>Ut
rtatrte ort the list for the
p(){ll table il.ttd you'll
make fagt friends with
the ctowd. lrt the b1tck,
g(){ld stiff dtlttk!i llre the
notn1 as well Its a dart
bolitd and 11 loud
jukebox. We got here
libout 2 A.M .• 11ttd a
touple of stltf Jilek &
Coke s rea11y hit the
spot. Beer cortnolsseurs trtiiY be dls11pp11l11ted ill the meager
sefoctlorti but the bMks
lite there. do wlth
ftiertds: It's 11 grou}'kllid of tilate.

Tolin St. Bar

John St. ls a
big friendly place
with a great atmosphere. They are
accommodating to
large groups, and
offer a better-thanaverage food menu.
'rhe food 1tst!lf Is
gerterally fresh and
llisty, parllcul11rly
the ltortey-flavored
Buffalo Wlrtgs.
There ls an extensive and alwayschanglhg beer menu, with 17 beets oh tap this paftltu\llt
ttlght. They also offer a $10 1111-yoU-can-dtlnk draft beer
special Oh Thtitsclay rughts frotr1 4-7 A pool table and
dlirl boatd provide a nice dlvetslon, 1111d they'te opert fdr
lunch. W11lk down Ifro1tdw11y p!i!it City Hatl Pllrk, turn left
onto John St., Btid it's half-Wily down the block. Artywliy,
dow11!1:1g 11bout 4 pints df Brodkl tt llrown Ale 11lwa s
gets your rt1ght off lo a wortdetful start. and you ciih walk
off your dinner on your wa to ...

d6 )16Utsl!tf fllVtlr Mid cbeuk It 6Ut. Yt>u 1ll be gin.ti y6u
did.

Embassy
Up Hudso11 a rew blticks ytiu'll find thl§ quirky
little tJlllee. Look1hg fot sd1rteth111g a little out of the
drdinary? This Is a dark, Euro-style estabtlshtrtent that is
actua11y quite coot. the back rootrt has a big comfy
couch, ahd booths line the wall as you lmmedilitely walk
irt. One of the best things about the place- they dtm't
serve Bud. Otherwise, good drirtks ahd a nke, small feel
provide a welcome change from the usual type of place.

Head back up Broadway, tum left ortto Reade St.,
and cross Hudson. Katie's is kind of a rustic Irish pub.
Kntttittg Factory
This place also has an il1terestirtg beer and food menu,
lots of tables, and a nice long bar. Happy hour is MonIf you havert't yet expetienced it, you must go. Oh
days from 4-7, Tuesdays is Ladies Night, U1ey have live
Leortard between Church and Btoadway, the J:111ctory
music Tuesdays and Sat1.1tdays, artd there's a dart bo~rd.
offers somethlrtg for just about everyone Upstairs, there
In addition, there Was a nice sized crowd h re that
is a cozy little bar lhltt serves coffee artd sandwkhes, and
allowed for easy access to the bar. There's rtothlrtg wor e ls a Hice place for a chat. A1st1 there are good hiippy
for a helivy dtirtker than not beil1g able lo get lo the bar
hour dtirtk speeials. Downstairs, there is a d11rker1
Oh, the owrter, Mitch, is a good guy, so if you go, play
slightly louder place With tables, a slage, and couches
nice, Thi pllice received our vote as th rte cool place
that wlll take you ba£k to yellr college traterrtity days.
LO be
They are big and cottify, and most likely )'oil wort't want
to get up. (as seert above). There ls sutrte great ertterllilttrnertt ott stagei check in regularly ber.ause you may
11te Sporting Club
be
surprised at the bands thlit corrte through.
Walk Up Hudson 11 couple blocks to this great
sports bar. For a New York City bar1 this pllic ls huge.
Teddy's
Several large ptojectlon screens. and a bunch of regular
TVs, basketball, hockey, and pool tables all competr for
There are three reasotts to go to Teddy's. Orte- the
your llttentlon. Lots of tables and a great food menu
trazy window ~ut front. With the right ntlttd-rtumbing
ma.kl! this a nice place to have dinrter wh1le watr,hing tht•
sub~l.litlct!s you cart sl.litld and stare for hours 'Two- thll
big game. U the Rllllgers or ICnicks ate playirtg, get there salsa. Keep ~l<lfig fOr refills on ydUt bowl, after you
early ot you will rtot get a table. There's usual1y a live
pour It lnto your backpatk ttJ tiikt! home. YUtIL Thrt!edee-jay mixing a steady stream of music, artd it s a good
the lrtlltgaritas. No fanc)'-stl:lniahoy strawbetry or other
plate to rub elbows with the local suits.
flavors; It's t!lther ort the roeks ot sttil1ght up 1 time oilly,
thiitik you very much. Prict!y, but lf tequ1111 ls yoUr thin~. ·

-tt-

Helfer'8

This rught wtlult1tt't h!iVt! !Jeetl eutrtplete wltlmut a
visit to the trtost uttHkely New Ytltk bitt you wlll flftd.
Taite li tab tu 14th 1111d WashJttgttm; It'~ 111 the tttlddle dt
nowl:lete. 'rhete lite immti gtdUttd rttle§ ttl this pl11eti,
thgugh I) dtt!!i~ dow11. Wtty dtlwft. tr yuu d11tt!d ttl walk In
a suit, orte Ht the tWd temale bllftemters would slke oft
yout tie 11rtd t~ll you to shove It. 2) d1111 1t go almte
Mtither ttlways sltld thetll Wiis w·ety 111 ftUtrtber11. She's
right. 3) be Hice to the bou111ter. Take !i luuk; you II ktmw
what we trtelirt 4) dott't ask fdl' wlltet You'll be lt1strt1£led to go dUtslde, rrtake yoUtselt a !itttlWbll.l.l iihd
suck It, plfthead. Attd 5) do rtot, uttder litty dtcUtrtstartces,
ask for a receipt. And that' all I will say about thlit. Btlb
Seget1 The Alltrtan Btdthers, lilld .38 Sped11I 11re blislc!illy 1111 you will he11t whlle w11ti::hllig the bllrtettdets do ii
sexy boot-shuffle ort top of the b!it. Otte ot thetrt will
periodically tUtrt off the music tu st.\telltrt lit the re11111le
patrorts to stop tlill<lng and get up urt the bitt lihd d11t1ce,
darrtntlt, becliU!le thiit's whiit eVel}'urte is tht!te ttl see.
There Is a big buffalo head mourtted till the wall behlfid
the b11t, 111though it's h11rd to te11, betau e it ls eovered
with bras. livery titrte l have been there, at leli!it ottt! blirdancing female patron has tos!ied her ~hilt attd brll ituo
the crowd, lltld tWs ttlght Wiis rtti exct!~tldll 1 think ytiu·
get the Idell.. this place ls rtot for the e1tsll trended.
axp rl 11 It: I I h Ol.

Ma,,toun's
Artd, of course thete ls n6tWHg better tu eiit ilfter
a night of drlrtklrtg theti urte of New Y11tk18 bt!sl tlilitl'el •
It's ort McDougll.1 tJ
I eker. T1:1e 1te In ltpettslve, lll1d
they're ttwesome.
ay fiUW It Wll!l ltboUt 3 :~0 AM. I 86 W@ deelded to
put this typklll weekd11 n1gbt to rest. Anyw11y, we wruu@d
11 few hours of sleep so we would be wide 11wllk@ for out
ltttetrt§hlp§ the Mltiwlng da •
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Bored to Death is Looking Better & Better
By Cristin Flynn
One of the most popular adages about the law school experience is: "first year
they scare you to death; second year they work you to death; and third year they bore
you to death." It has already been established that first semester first year students are
reminiscent of "deer caught in headlights." It is also easy to identify second year
students because he or she wears a suit three times a week for.an internship, ingests
way too much caffeine, and has circles under the eyes. Second year students are
salivating at the prospect of being third years and, as the saying goes, being "bored to
death." Second years claim having a few free hours is novel enough.
The transition between first and second yeai: looks like the scene from Star Wars
when Han Solo finally gets the Millennium Falcon to jump into hyperspace. First, it
seems like nothing is happening. The second year begins much like the semester
before - same people talking in class, same A300 classroom. Then all of the sudden,
the Falcon starts to shake. Then comes the sonic boom that hits when the semester
gathers inertia and reaches critical mass. Friends pass in the hallway at the speed of
light, employers ask for more hours, journals or law review ask for more hours and,
well, free time disappears as fast as the case brief and the 8 track tape.
Fellow second years have shared tactics that help save the precious little time
that is not ravenously consumed by law school. One of the best tactics for keeping in
touch with old friends not in law school is to call them during the daytime and leave a
message on his or her answering machine, "Hi, just calling to see if you're home from
work at 2.:30 on a Tuesday afternoon. Talk to you soon." The first sentence is about as
likely to happen as the second. This way, at least the message is there. It counts.
Talking to parents also becomes increasingly difficult as the semester continues.
One second year recalled a message that her mother left on her answering machine
after a two week period when she didn't have the time to call home. "I know you're not
dead because your Dean would have called to tell me. Just call during the day when
I'm not home, like you do with your friends, so that I know you're still alive."
The key to maintaining sanity in the second year is time management. There can
never be enough hours in the day for every case (or any case) to be briefed before
class while juggling seminars, internships, paid jobs, extracurricular activities, and
eight hours of sleep a night. A good calendar and the ability to set deadlines is helpful
in creating effective time management skills. Realism also plays an important role
because it becomes crucial to realistically prioritize what can and cannot be accomplished within a given time period. Setting small goals and realizing them minimizes
the overwhelming amount of work that has to be done. Unfortunately, words which
express free time, such as "Must See TV", "Friday night", or "away for the weekend"
disappear from every second year student's vocabulary. Words which express stress or
tension, however, appear exponentially.
With the increase of stress, most second years would argue, comes the breakdown in health and healthy eating. It is not coincidental that the soda machines are
almost always out of Diet Coke, yet rarely are you disappointed if looking for Apple
Cranberry juice. Take out food ~comes a way of life,. because time spent cooking and
doing dishes is time that could be spent on more important pursuits. Hence the MSG
stomach pains at three a.m., the Tagamet at four a.m., and the coffee at seven a.m. when
the day begins. A good meal to a second year student is one that doesn't come out of a
box or require plastic utensils. Despite developing pathetic eating habits, most second
years will find themselves discovering bones they never knew they had. Stress will do
that to you.
Some second year students admit that the opportunity to study law outside of a
classroom is the best part of any second year's experience. One student expressed
shock that he had to research a 12(b)(6) motion for a corporate internship. He was
amazed that the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure are actually used by practitioners,

The Reporter encourages all students to participate and extends a special invitation to
interested second years. Elections for staff
positions will be held shortly, so get involved
now! The Deadline for the March Issue is
Wednesday, February 21.
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and not merely used as
cruel and unusual punishment for those required to
study them. Other second
year students comment on
the pleasure of being able to
pick classes and exam
schedules. All second year
students agree that it's
better than being a first year
- the fatigue is much
easier to live with than the
fear. The part o( the adage
about third year boredom,
however, is looking better
and better every day.

Answer to Crossword

Ombudsman Continued from page 10

surprisingly, in ·the classes I am in the
laptoppers are also the nodders and the
people with life experience in every issue urider the sun. ("Well professor,
funny you should mention the commerce
clause because when I sold real estate in
the late eighties..."). Also not surprisingly, these people are the ones that end
up as research. assistants to the professors. But hey, brown-nosing doesn't
work. Maybe they are just really in tune
with what the professor is saying. ("Yes!
I too believe in full incorporation of the
Bill of Rights through the 14th Amendment. Of course not in an absolutist
sense, but slowly ... or not · at
all...maybe..."). Maybe nodding is a way
to stay awake. Maybe they always throw
their two cents in because their half hour
on the Geraldo show wasn't therapeutic
enough and they need to share with us
every job, relationship, and vision of
America they had before they turned 50
and realized law school was their Mecca.
The nodders, brown-nosers, and comment
ramblers are very entertaining to me, so
while I understand they can be annoying, I say live and let live... except those
students who have the !@#$% computers, that just isn't funny.

Dear Ombudsman,
I have figured out who you are and
would like to go on a date with you. You
are extremely sexy, witty, and good
looking. I would like to know if maybe we
could get together for Valentine's Day?

Signed,

I Finally Figured Out Who You Are So I
Should At Least Get A Free Meal Out Of
This

~ PEBRUA.RY•1996

Dear I Finally...,

I like Pat on Saturday Night Live
as much as the next person, but I
wouldn't want to show up on a blind date
on Valentine's Day and have you be of
the same sex as myself (Not that there
is anything wrong with that). Lord
knows the Ombudsman doesn't need to
be "outed" on one of those educational
public seroice announcements distributed
by the Gay and Lesbian Society. Please
enclose a picture and a transcript next
time. (P.S., you do have really nice handwriting)

I
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CROSSW RD® Crossword

Movie Critic's Corner.:.

Edited by Stan Chess
Puzzle Created by Fred Piscop
ACROSS
1 Dress to the
nines
6 Andy Capp's
wife
9 Hand-dyed
fabric
14 From Russia
~th Love
actress
15
Oaire, Wis.
16 From the
same mold
17 Flat
19 PartofNOW
20 Magazine for
teamsters?
22 Rocker Brian
23 PinieUa or
Ferrigno
24 Lie
(repose in the
Ro1Unda)
28 Not quite none
30
-cake
32 B.O. posting
33 Nor1hwest
Passage
seeker
36 Railroad-

crossing word
39 Magazine for
Chinese
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Nixon, catch it on cable
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"_the
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By Charles Hymowitz
It is so difficult to review Nixon,
the movie, without reviewing Nixon, the
man. Was there a more enigmatic,
important, difficult, exciting, horrifying,
political presence in this or any other
American century? Is there anyone of a
certain age and political bent who does
not remember the high drama of
Woodward & Bernstein, Jordan &
Rodino and the constitutional tightwire
the entire country walked during
Watergate?

52 "Man
,.
53 Likeapitchfork
55 •
how!"
56 Saltaway
59 Salty sauce
60 Dash
61 Stem
62 King
preceder
63 _ figures (a
hefty salary)

No matter what else one can say
about Nixon, the movie, it certainly
provides the cheap, easy thrill of being
able to relive Nixon's greatest hits.
Relive the mealy mouthedness of the
cloth coat in the Checker's speech!
Celebrate the emotional vapidness in the
I resign the Presidency speech! Watch
the sweat spread during the JFK/RMN
debates! All that and more in Nixon, the
movie! All well worth the price of
admission.
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Oliver Stone's Nixon, the movie,
is long, ponderous, thrilling, scary,
boring, exciting and vertigo-inducing all
within any one fifteen segment. In some
respects, it is the perfect analogy to any
of Hunter Thompson's work - a seemingly hysterical pastiche of images,
random thoughts, perfect pitch scenes
and over-the-top story telling which
somehow arrives at some emotional
truths. A good example is the Pat Nixon
question - how and why did she suffer
through everything he dragged her
through? This film makes a case for
Nixon as husband - emotionally distant
and unreachable and yet, at moments of
marital crisis, capable of reaching into
some hidden well of humanity to make
the marriage work.

Another good example of Nixon,
the movie, at its best is Mary
Steenburgen as Nixon's mother.
Whether the woman portrayed is even
remotely true to who she actually was
doesn't matter. It rings emotionally
true. Someone or something brutalized
Richard Nixon very early in life and left
behind a core of cracked granite. As
someone says somewhere in the second
week of this sometimes endless and
tiresome three hour plus movie, "Just
think what he would have been like if he
had been loved."
The same could possibly be said
for Oliver Stone. Where Nixon, the
movie, fails is in its length, in the usual
Oliver Stone film in your face filmmaking excess, in Anthony Hopkin's failure
to stay on accent, in an absolutely fallon-the-floor-laughing-hystericall y Paul
Sorvino as Henry Kissinger. Don't go
looking for accurate history. I~ fails on
that level even though Stone wants it to
be taken as such. Otherwise, why
publish a heavily footnoted complete
script? If you want history, read all of
Stephen Ambrose's three volume Nixon
biography.
But, if you view Oliver Stone's
Nixon as an artist's impressions and
interpretations, it begins to ring true. At
the end of the film, this is not a Nixon
you want to hiss (no pun intended). This
is a Nixon who comes across as a smart
but sad and tortured man unable to rise
above his failings to become the great
man he had every reason to be. This is
a film that is as maddening as the man it
depicts.

RATING KEY
[l gavel) Don't be home when this movie comes on TV
[2 gavels] Be sure to catch it on HBO
[3 gavels] Definitely rent it
[4 gavelsI See it at a matinee or discount movie theater
[5 gavels] Shell out the $8.00 for a first-rate movie
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ATTENTION 1996 GRADS
WE HAVE ALREADY AWARDED MORE THAN
$200,000 OF THE $250,000 IN OUR
SCHOLARSHIP FUND. DUE TO THIS
OVERWHElMING RESPONSE, WE HAVE
AllOCATED EVEN MORE MONEY.
WE Will BE ACCEPTING NEW
APPllCATIONS THROUGH
MARCH 31, 1996.

--WE Will BE AWARDING

SCHOLARSHIPS IN VARYING AMOUNTS
UP TO $500 EACH TOWARD YOUR
BAR/BRI BAR REVIEW TUITION.

---

YOU NEED NOT BE ENROLLED
TOAPPLYI .

